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The goal of this manual is to teach biomodelers how to effectively use multi-scale, multicell simulation environment CompuCell3D to build, test, run and post-process
simulations of biological phenomena occurring at single cell, tissue or even up to single
organism levels. We first introduce basics of the Glazier-Graner-Hogeweg (GGH) model
aka Cellular Potts Model (CPM) and then follow with essential information about how to
use CompuCell3D and show simple examples of biological models implemented using
CompuCell3D. Subsequently we will introduce more advanced simulation building
techniques such as Python scripting and writing extension modules using C++. In
everyday practice, however, the knowledge of C++ is not essential and C++ modules are
usually developed by core CompuCell3D developers. However, to build sophisticated
and biologically relevant models you will probably want to use Python scripting. Thus we
strongly encourage readers to acquire at lease basic knowledge of Python. We don’t want
to endorse any particular book but to guide users we might suggests names of the authors
of the most popular books on Python programming: David Beazley, Mark Lutz, Mark
Summerfield, Michael Dawson, Magnus Lie Hetland.
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1 Introduction
The last decade has seen fairly realistic simulations of single cells that can confirm or
predict experimental findings. Because they are computationally expensive, they can
simulate at most several cells at once. Even more detailed subcellular simulations can
replicate some of the processes taking place inside individual cells. E.g., Virtual Cell
(http://www.nrcam.uchc.edu) supports microscopic simulations of intracellular dynamics
to produce detailed replicas of individual cells, but can only simulate single cells or small
cell clusters.
Simulations of tissues, organs and organisms present a somewhat different challenge:
how to simplify and adapt single cell simulations to apply them efficiently to study, insilico, ensembles of several million cells. To be useful, these simplified simulations
should capture key cell-level behaviors, providing a phenomenological description of cell
interactions without requiring prohibitively detailed molecular-level simulations of the
internal state of each cell. While an understanding of cell biology, biochemistry, genetics,
etc. is essential for building useful, predictive simulations, the hardest part of simulation
building is identifying and quantitatively describing appropriate subsets of this
knowledge. In the excitement of discovery, scientists often forget that modeling and
simulation, by definition, require simplification of reality.
One choice is to ignore cells completely, e.g., Physiome (1) models tissues as continua
with bulk mechanical properties and detailed molecular reaction networks, which is
computationally efficient for describing dense tissues and non-cellular materials like
bone, extracellular matrix (ECM), fluids, and diffusing chemicals (2, 3), but not for
situations where cells reorganize or migrate.
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Figure 1. Detail of a typical two-dimensional GGH cell-lattice configuration. Each
colored domain represents a single spatially-extended cell. The detail shows that each


generalized cell is a set of cell-lattice sites (or pixel), i , with a unique index, σ (i ), here

4 or 7. The color denotes the cell type, τ σ (i ) .

(

)

Multi-cell simulations are useful to interpolate between single-cell and continuum-tissue
extremes because cells provide a natural level of abstraction for simulation of tissues,
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organs and organisms (4). Treating cells phenomenologically reduces the millions of
interactions of gene products to several behaviors: most cells can move, divide, die,
differentiate, change shape, exert forces, secrete and absorb chemicals and electrical
charges, and change their distribution of surface properties. The Glazier-GranerHogeweg (GGH) approach facilitates multiscale simulations by defining spatiallyextended generalized cells, which can represent clusters of cells, single cells, subcompartments of single cells or small subdomains of non-cellular materials. This flexible
definition allows tuning of the level of detail in a simulation from intracellular to
continuum without switching simulation framework to examine the effect of changing the
level of detail on a macroscopic outcome, e.g., by switching from a coupled ordinarydifferential-equation (ODE) Reaction-Kinetics (RK) model of gene regulation to a
Boolean description or from a simulation that includes subcellular structures to one that
neglects them.

2 GGH Applications
Because it uses a regular cell lattice and regular field lattices, GGH simulations are often
faster than equivalent Finite Element (FE) simulations operating at the same spatial
granularity and level of modeling detail, permitting simulation of tens to hundreds of
thousands of cells on lattices of up to 10243 pixels on a single processor. This speed,
combined with the ability to add biological mechanisms via terms in the effective energy,
permit GGH modeling of a wide variety of situations, including: tumor growth (5-9),
gastrulation (10-12), skin pigmentation (13-16), neurospheres (17), angiogenesis (18-23),
the immune system (24, 25), yeast colony growth (26, 27), myxobacteria (28-31), stemcell differentiation (32, 33), Dictyostelium discoideum (34-37), simulated evolution (3843), general developmental patterning (14, 44), convergent extension (45, 46), epidermal
formation (47), hydra regeneration (48, 49), plant growth, retinal patterning (50, 51),
wound healing (47, 52, 53), biofilms (54-57), and limb-bud development (58, 59).

3 GGH Simulation Overview
All GGH simulations include a list of objects, a description of their interactions and
dynamics and appropriate initial conditions.
Objects in a GGH simulation are either generalized cells or fields in two dimensions (2D)
or three dimensions (3D). Generalized cells are spatially-extended objects (Figure 1),
which reside on a single cell lattice and may correspond to biological cells, subcompartments of biological cells, or to portions of non-cellular materials, e.g. ECM,
fluids, solids, etc. (8, 48, 60-72). We denote a lattice site or pixel by a vector of integers,



i , the cell index of the generalized cell occupying pixel i by σ (i ) and the type of the


generalized cell σ (i ) by τ σ (i ) . Each generalized cell has a unique cell index and

(

)

contains many pixels. Many generalized cells may share the same cell type. Generalized
cells permit coarsening or refinement of simulations, by increasing or decreasing the
number of lattice sites per cell, grouping multiple cells into clusters or subdividing cells
into variable numbers of subcells (subcellular compartments). Compartmental simulation
permits detailed representation of phenomena like cell shape and polarity, force
transduction, intracellular membranes and organelles and cell-shape changes. For details
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on the use of subcells, which we do not discuss in this chapter see (27, 31, 73, 74). Each
generalized cell has an associated list of attributes, e.g., cell type, surface area and
volume, as well as more complex attributes describing a cell’s state, biochemical
interaction networks, etc.. Fields are continuously-variable concentrations, each of which
resides on its own lattice. Fields can represent chemical diffusants, non-diffusing ECM,
etc.. Multiple fields can be combined to represent materials with textures, e.g., fibers.
Interaction descriptions and dynamics define how GGH objects behave both biologically
and physically. Generalized-cell behaviors and interactions are embodied primarily in the
effective energy, which determines a generalized cell’s shape, motility, adhesion and
response to extracellular signals. The effective energy mixes true energies, such as cellcell adhesion with terms that mimic energies, e.g., the response of a cell to a chemotactic
gradient of a field (75). Adding constraints to the effective energy allows description of
many other cell properties, including osmotic pressure, membrane area, etc. (76-83).
The cell lattice evolves through attempts by generalized cells to move their boundaries in
a caricature of cytoskeletally-driven cell motility. These movements, called index-copy
attempts, change the effective energy, and we accept or reject each attempt with a
probability that depends on the resulting change of the effective energy, ∆H, according to
an acceptance function. Nonequilibrium statistical physics then shows that the cell lattice
evolves to locally minimize the total effective energy. The classical GGH implements a
modified version of a classical stochastic Monte-Carlo pattern-evolution dynamics, called
Metropolis dynamics with Boltzmann acceptance (84, 85). A Monte Carlo Step (MCS)
consists of one index-copy attempt for each pixel in the cell lattice.
Auxiliary equations describe cells’ absorption and secretion of chemical diffusants and
extracellular materials (i.e., their interactions with fields), state changes within cells,
mitosis, and cell death. These auxiliary equations can be complex, e.g., detailed RK
descriptions of complex regulatory pathways. Usually, state changes affect generalizedcell behaviors by changing parameters in the terms in the effective energy (e.g., cell
target volume or type or the surface density of particular cell-adhesion molecules).
Fields also evolve due to secretion, absorption, diffusion, reaction and decay according to
partial differential equations (PDEs). While complex coupled-PDE models are possible,
most simulations require only secretion, absorption, diffusion and decay, with all
reactions described by ODEs running inside individual generalized cells. The movement
of cells and variations in local diffusion constants (or diffusion tensors in anisotropic
ECM) mean that diffusion occurs in an environment with moving boundary conditions
and often with advection. These constraints rule out most sophisticated PDE solvers and
have led to a general use of simple forward-Euler methods, which can tolerate them.
The initial condition specifies the initial configurations of the cell lattice, fields, a list of
cells and their internal states related to auxiliary equations and any other information
required to completely describe the simulation.

3.1 Effective Energy
The core of GGH simulations is the effective energy, which describes cell behaviors and
interactions.
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One of the most important effective-energy terms describes cell adhesion. If cells did not
stick to each other and to extracellular materials, complex life would not exist (86).
Adhesion provides a mechanism for building complex structures, as well as for holding
them together once they have formed. The many families of adhesion molecules (CAMs,
cadherins, etc.) allow embryos to control the relative adhesivities of their various cell
types to each other and to the noncellular ECM surrounding them, and thus to define
complex architectures in terms of the cell configurations which minimize the adhesion
energy.
To represent variations in energy due to adhesion between cells of different types, we
define a boundary energy that depends on J (τ (σ ),τ (σ ′)) , the boundary energy per unit
area between two cells ( σ , σ ′ ) of given types ( τ (σ ),τ (σ ′) ) at a link (the interface
between two neighboring pixels):




(1)
H boundary ∑ J τ σ ( i ) ,τ σ ( j ) 1 − δ σ ( i ) , σ ( j ) ,
 
i,j

((

)) (

) (

(

))

neighbors



 
j (note that the
where the sum is over all neighboring pairs of lattice sites 
i and 
neighbor range may be greater than one), and the boundary-energy coefficients are
symmetric,
J (τ (σ ),τ (σ ′ )) = J (τ (σ ′ ),τ (σ )).

(2)

In addition to boundary energy, most simulations include multiple constraints on cell
behavior. The use of constraints to describe behaviors comes from the physics of classical
mechanics. In the GGH context we write constraint energies in a general elastic form:

H constraint = λ (value − target_value ) .
2

(3)

The constraint energy is zero if value = target_value (the constraint is satisfied) and
grows as value diverges from target_value . The constraint is elastic because the exponent
of 2 effectively creates an ideal spring pushing on the cells and driving them to satisfy the
constraint. λ is the spring constant (a positive real number), which determines the
constraint strength. Smaller values of λ allow the pattern to deviate more from the
equilibrium condition (i.e., the condition satisfying the constraint). Because the constraint
energy decreases smoothly to a minimum when the constraint is satisfied, the energyminimizing dynamics used in the GGH automatically drives any configuration towards
one that satisfies the constraint. However, because of the stochastic simulation method,
the cell lattice need not satisfy the constraint exactly at any given time, resulting in
random fluctuations. In addition, multiple constraints may conflict, leading to
configurations which only partially satisfy some constraints.
Because biological cells have a given volume at any time, most GGH simulations employ
a volume constraint, which restricts volume variations of generalized cells from their
target volumes:
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H vol = ∑ λvol (σ )(v (σ ) − Vt (σ )) ,
2

(4)

σ

where for cell σ , λvol (σ ) denotes the inverse compressibility of the cell, ν (σ ) is the
number of pixels in the cell (its volume), and Vt (σ ) is the cell’s target volume. This

constraint defines P ≡ −2λ (ν (σ ) − Vt (σ ) ) as the pressure inside the cell. A cell with

ν < Vt has a positive internal pressure, while a cell with ν > Vt has a negative internal
pressure.
Since many cells have nearly fixed amounts of cell membrane, we often use a surfacearea constraint of form:
H surf = ∑ λsurf (σ )(s (σ ) − S t (σ )) ,
2

(5)

σ

where s (σ ) is the surface area of cell σ , S t is its target surface area, and λsurf (σ ) is its
inverse membrane compressibility. 1
Adding the boundary energy and volume constraint terms together (equations (1) and (4)
), we obtain the basic GGH effective energy:




H GGH ∑ J τ σ ( i ) ,τ σ ( j ) 1 − δ σ ( i ) , σ ( j )
 
i,j

((

)) (

) (

))

(

(6)

neighbors

+ ∑ λvol (σ ) ( v (σ ) − Vt (σ ) ) .
2

σ

3.2 Dynamics
A GGH simulation consists of many attempts to copy cell indices between neighboring
pixels. In CompuCell3D the default dynamical algorithm is modified Metropolis

dynamics. During each index-copy attempt, we select a target pixel, i , randomly from

the cell lattice, and then randomly select one of its neighboring pixels, i′ , as a source


pixel. If they belong to the same generalized cell (i.e., if σ (i ) = σ (i′) ) we do not need

copy index. Otherwise the cell containing the source pixel σ (i′) attempts to occupy the
target pixel. Consequently, a successful index copy increases the volume of the source
cell and decreases the volume of the target cell by one pixel.

1

Because of lattice discretization and the option of defining long range neighborhoods,
the surface area of a cell scales in a non-Euclidian, lattice-dependent manner with cell
volume, i.e., s (v ) ≠ (4π )

1/3

(3v )

2/3

see (61) on bubble growth .
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P = 1 − e −∆H / kTm : ∆H > 0

Index-copy fails

Figure 2. GGH representation of an index-copy attempt for two cells on a 2D square
lattice – The “white” pixel (source) attempts to replace the “grey” pixel (target). The
probability of accepting the index copy is given by equation (7).
In the modified Metropolis algorithm we evaluate the change in the total effective energy
due to the attempted index copy and accept the index-copy attempt with probability:


(7)
P σ ( i ) → σ ( i′ ) = {exp ( −∆H / Tm : ∆H > 0; 1: ∆H ≤ 0 )} ,

(

)

where Tm is a parameter representing the effective cell motility (we can think of Tm as the
amplitude of cell-membrane fluctuations). Equation (7) is the Boltzmann acceptance
function. Users can define other acceptance functions in CompuCell3D. The conversion
between MCS and experimental time depends on the average values of ∆H / Tm . MCS
and experimental time are proportional in biologically-meaningful situations (87-90).

3.3 Algorithmic Implementation of Effective-Energy
Calculations
Consider an effective energy consisting of boundary-energy and volume-constraint terms


as in equation(6). After choosing the source ( i′ ) and destination ( i ) pixels (the cell index
of the source will overwrite the target pixel if the index copy is accepted), we calculate
the change in the effective energy that would result from the copy. We evaluate the
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change in the boundary energy and volume constraint as follows. First we visit the target

pixel’s neighbors ( i′′ ). If the neighbor pixel belongs to a different generalized cell from


the target pixel, i.e., when σ (i′′ )≠ σ (i ) (see equation (1)), we decrease ∆H by


J τ σ ( i ) ,τ σ ( i′′ ) . If the neighbor belongs to a cell different from the source pixel (



i′ ) we increase ∆H by J τ σ ( i′ ) ,τ σ ( i′′ ) .

((

))

) (

((

) (

))

The change in volume-constraint energy is evaluated according to:
new
old
∆H vol = H vol
− H vol
=


λvol  v σ ( i′ ) + 1 − Vt σ ( i′ )


−λvol



( )) + ( v (σ ( i )) − 1 − V (σ ( i ))) 
(( )


 v σ i′ − V σ i′
( ( ))) + ( v (σ ( i )) − V (σ ( i ))) 
( ( ( ) )
 1 + 2 v σ ( i′ ) − V σ ( i′ ) + 1 − 2 v σ ( i ) − V σ ( i )  ,
( ( ) ( ))} { ( ( ) ( ))}
{
2

2

t

2

t

(8)

2

t

= λvol

t

t



where v σ ( i′ ) and v σ ( i ) denote the volumes of the generalized cells containing the

(

)

(

)

source and target pixels, respectively.
In this example, we could calculate the change in the effective energy locally, i.e., by
visiting the neighbors of the target of the index copy. Most effective energies are quasilocal, allowing calculations of ∆H similar to those presented above. The locality of the
effective energy is crucial to the utility of the GGH approach. If we had to calculate the
effective energy for the entire cell lattice for each index-copy attempt, the algorithm
would be prohibitively slow.
8 J (white,grey )

v σ (i′ )

(

)

6 J (white,grey )

v σ (i′ ) + 1

(

)

Pixels contributing to
the boundary energy
Target pixel
Source pixel


v σ (i )


v σ (i ) − 1

8 J (white,grey )

6 J (white,grey )

(

)

(
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)

Figure 3. Calculating changes in the boundary energy and the volume-constraint energy
on a nearest-neighbor square lattice.
For longer-range interactions we use the appropriate list of neighbors, as shown in Figure
4 and Table 1. Longer-range interactions are less anisotropic but result in slower
simulations.
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Figure 4. Locations of nth-nearest neighbors on a 2D square lattice and a 2D hexagonal
lattice.
2D Square Lattice

2D Hexagonal Lattice

Neighbor
Order

Number of
Neighbors

Number of
Neighbors

1

4

2

4

3

4

4

8

Euclidian
Distance

1
2

2
5

Euclidian
Distance

6

2/ 3

6

6/ 3

6

8/ 3

12

14 / 3

Table 1. Multiplicity and Euclidian distances of nth-nearest neighbors for 2D square and
hexagonal lattices. The number of nth neighbors and their distances from the central pixel
differ in a 3D lattice. CompuCell3D calculates distance between neighbors by setting the
volume of a single pixel (whether in 2D or 3D) to 1.

4 CompuCell3D
CompuCell3D allows users to build sophisticated models more easily and quickly than
does specialized custom code. It also facilitates model reuse and sharing.
A CC3D model consists of CC3DML scripts (an XML-based format), Python scripts, and
files specifying the initial configurations of any fields and the cell lattice. The CC3DML
-11-

script specifies basic GGH parameters such as lattice dimensions, cell types, biological

Figure 5 Flow chart of the GGH algorithm as implemented in CompuCell3D.
mechanisms and auxiliary information such as file paths. Python scripts primarily
monitor the state of the simulation and implement changes in cell behaviors, e.g.
changing the type of a cell depending on the oxygen partial pressure in a simulated
tumor.
CompuCell3D is modular, loading only the modules needed for a particular model.
Modules which calculate effective energy terms or monitor events on the cell lattice are
called plugins. Effective-energy calculations are invoked every pixel copy attempt, while
cell-lattice monitoring plugins run whenever an index copy occurs. Because plugins are
the most frequently called modules in CC3D, most are coded in C++ for speed.
Modules called steppables usually performs operations on cells, not on pixels. Steppables
are called at fixed intervals measured in Monte-Carlo steps. Steppables have three main
uses: 1) to adjust cell parameters in response to simulation events 2, 2) to solve PDEs, 3)
to load simulation initial conditions or save simulation results. Most steppables are
implemented in Python. Much of the flexibility of CC3D comes from user-defined
Python steppables.
The CC3D kernel supports parallel computation in shared-memory architectures (via
OpenMP), providing substantial speedups on multi-core computers.
Besides the computational kernel of CC3D, the main components of the CC3D
environment are: 1) Twedit++-CC3D – a model editor and code generator, 2) CellDraw –
a graphical tool for configuring the initial cell lattice, 3) CC3D Player – a graphical tool
for running, replaying and analyzing simulations.
Twedit++-CC3D provides a Simulation Wizard which generates draft CC3D model code
based on high-level specification of simulation objects such as cell types and their
behaviors, fields and interactions. Currently, the user must adjust default parameters in
the auto-generated draft code, but later versions will provide interfaces for parameter
specification. Twedit++-CC3D also provides a Python code-snippet generator, which
simplifies coding Python CC3D modules.

2

We will use the word model to describe the specification of a particular biological system and simulation
to refer to a specific instance of the execution of such a model.
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CellDraw allows users to draw regions which it fills with cells of user-specified types. It
also imports microscope images for manual segmentation.
CC3D Player is a graphical interface which loads and executes CC3D models. It allows
users to change model parameters during execution (steering), define multiple 2D and 3D
visualizations of the cell lattice and fields and conduct real-time simulation analysis.
CC3D Player also supports batch mode execution on clusters.

Figure 6 CellDraw graphics tools and GUI.

5 Building CC3DML-Based Simulations Using
CompuCell3D
To show how to build simulations in CompuCell3D, the reminder of this chapter provides
a series of examples of gradually increasing complexity. For each example we provide a
brief explanation of the physical and/or biological background of the simulation and
listings of the CC3DML configuration file and Python scripts, followed by a detailed
explanation of their syntax and algorithms. We begin with three examples using only
CC3DML to define simulations.
We use Twedit++-CC3D code generation and explain how to turn automaticallygenerated draft code into executable models. All of the parameters appearing in the
autogenerated simulation scripts are set to their default values.

5.1 Short Introduction to XML
XML is a text-based data-description language, which allows standardized
representations of data. XML syntax consists of lists of elements, each either contained
between opening (<Tag>) and closing (</Tag>) tags: 3

3

In the text, we denote XML, CC3DML and Python code using the Courier font. In
listings presenting syntax, user-supplied variables are given in italics. Broken-out
-13-

<Tag Attribute1="text1">ElementText</Tag>

or of form:
<Tag Attribute1="attribute_text1" Attribute2="attribute_text2"/>

We will denote the <Tag>…</Tag> syntax as a <Tag> tag pair. The opening tag of an
XML element may contain additional attributes characterizing the element. The content
of the XML element (ElementText in the above example) and the values of its attributes
(text1, attribute_text1, attribute_text2) are strings of characters. Computer
programs that read XML may interpret these strings as other data types such as integers,
Booleans or floating point numbers. XML elements may be nested. The simple example
below defines an element Cell with subelements (represented as nested XML elements)
Nucleus and Membrane assigning the element Nucleus an attribute Size set to "10" and
the element Membrane an attribute Area set to "20.5", and setting the value of the
Membrane element to Expanding:
<Cell>
<Nucleus Size="10"/>
<Membrane Area="20.5">Expanding</Membrane>
</Cell>

Although XML parsers ignore indentation, all the listings presented in this chapter are
block-indented for better readability.

5.2 Cell-Sorting Simulation
Cell sorting due to differential adhesion between cells of different types is one of the
basic mechanisms creating tissue domains during development and wound healing and in
maintaining domains in homeostasis. In a classic in vitro cell sorting experiment to
determine relative cell adhesivities in embryonic tissues, mesenchymal cells of different
types are dissociated, then randomly mixed and reaggregated. Their motility and
differential adhesivities then lead them to rearrange to reestablish coherent homogenous
domains with the most cohesive cell type surrounded by the less. The simulation of the
sorting of two cell types was the original motivation for the development of GGH
methods. Such simple simulations show that the final configuration depends only on the
hierarchy of adhesivities, while the sorting dynamics depends on the ratio of the adhesive
energies to the amplitude of cell fluctuations.
To invoke the simulation wizard to create a simulation, we click CC3DProject->New
CC3D Project in the menu bar. In the initial screen we specify the name of the model
(cellsorting), its storage directory (C:\CC3DProjects) and whether we will store the
model as pure CC3DML, Python and CC3DML or pure Python. This tutorial will use
Python and CC3DML.

listings are either boxed or presented with line numbers. Punctuation at the end of boxes
is implicit.
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Figure 7 Invoking the CompuCell3D Simulation Wizard from Twedit++.
On the next page of the Wizard we specify GGH global parameters, including cell-lattice
dimensions, the cell fluctuation amplitude, the duration of the simulation in Monte-Carlo
steps and the initial cell-lattice configuration.
In this example, we specify a 100x100x1 cell-lattice, i.e., a 2D model, a fluctuation
amplitude of 10, a simulation duration of 10000 MCS and a pixel-copy range of 2.
BlobInitializer initializes the simulation with a disk of cells of specified size.

Figure 8 Specification of basic cell-sorting properties in Simulation Wizard.
On the next Wizard page we name the cell types in the model. We will use two cells
types: Condensing (more cohesive) and NonCondensing (less cohesive). CC3D by
default includes a special generalized-cell type Medium with unconstrained volume which
fills otherwise unspecified space in the cell-lattice.

Figure 9 Specification of cell-sorting cell types in Simulation Wizard.
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We skip the Chemical Field page of the Wizard and move to the Cell Behaviors and
Properties page. Here we select the biological behaviors we will include in our model.
Objects in CC3D have no properties or behaviors unless we specify then explicitly.
Since cell sorting depends on differential adhesion between cells, we select the Contact
Adhesion module from the Adhesion section and give the cells a defined volume using
the Volume Constraint module.

Figure 10 Selection of cell-sorting cell behaviors in Simulation Wizard. 4
We skip the next page related to Python scripting, after which Twedit++-CC3D generates
the draft simulation code. Double clicking on cellsorting.cc3d opens both the
CC3DML (cellsorting.xml) and Python scripts for the model. Because the CC3DML file
contains the complete model in this example, we postpone discussion of the Python
script. A CC3DML file has 3 distinct sections. The first, the Lattice Section (lines 2-7)
specifies global parameters like the cell-lattice size. The Plugin Section (lines 8-30) lists
all the plugins used, e.g. CellType and Contact. The Steppable Section (lines 32-39)
lists all steppables, here we use only BlobInitializer.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
4

<CompuCell3D version="3.6.0">
<Potts>
<Dimensions x="100" y="100" z="1"/>
<Steps>10000</Steps>
<Temperature>10.0</Temperature>
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
</Potts>
<Plugin Name="CellType">
<CellType TypeId="0" TypeName="Medium"/>
<CellType TypeId="1" TypeName="Condensing"/>
<CellType TypeId="2" TypeName="NonCondensing"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Volume">
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="Condensing"
LambdaVolume="2.0" TargetVolume="25"/>
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="NonCondensing"
LambdaVolume="2.0" TargetVolume="25"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="CenterOfMass"/>
<Plugin Name="Contact">
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Medium">10</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Condensing">10</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="NonCondensing">10</Energy>

We have graphically edited screenshots of Wizard pages to save space.
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26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

<Energy Type1="Condensing"Type2="Condensing">10</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Condensing" Type2="NonCondensing">10</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NonCondensing" Type2="NonCondensing">10</Energy>
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
</Plugin>
<Steppable Type="BlobInitializer">
<Region>
<Center x="50" y="50" z="0"/>
<Radius>20</Radius>
<Width>5</Width>
<Types>Condensing,NonCondensing</Types>
</Region>
</Steppable>
</CompuCell3D>

Listing 1 Simulation-Wizard-generated draft CC3DML (XML) code for cell-sorting. 5
Each CC3DML configuration file begins with the <CompuCell3D> tag and ends with the
</CompuCell3D> tag. A CC3DML configuration file contains three sections in the
following sequence: the lattice section (contained within the <Potts> tag pair), the
plugins section, and the steppables section. The lattice section defines global parameters
for the simulation: cell-lattice and field-lattice dimensions (specified using the syntax
<Dimensions x="x_dim" y="y_dim" z="z_dim"/>), the number of Monte Carlo Steps
to run (defined within the <Steps> tag pair) the effective cell motility (defined within the
<Temperature> tag pair) and boundary conditions. The default boundary conditions are
no-flux. They can be changed to be periodic along the x and y axes by assigning the value
Periodic to the <Boundary_x> and <Boundary_y> tag pairs. The value set by the
<NeighborOrder> tag pair defines the range over which source pixels are selected for
index-copy attempts (see Figure 4 and Table 1).
The plugins section lists the plugins the simulation will use. The syntax for all plugins
which require parameter specification is:
<Plugin Name="PluginName">
<ParameterSpecification/>
</Plugin>

The CellType plugin is quite special as it does not participate directly in index copies,
but is used by other plugins for cell-type-to-cell-index mapping.It uses the parameter
syntax
<CellType TypeName="Name" TypeId="IntegerNumber"/>

to map verbose generalized-cell-type names to numeric cell TypeIds for all generalizedcell types. Medium (appearing in Listing 1)is a special cell type with unconstrained

5

We use indent each nested block by two spaces in all listings in this paper to avoid
distracting rollover of text at the end of the line. However, both Simulation Wizard and
standard Python use an indentation of four spaces per block.
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volume and surface area that fills all cell-lattice pixels unoccupied by cells of other
types. 6
Steppables section consists of module declaration which follow the following patern:
<Steppable Type="SteppableName" Frequency="FrequencyMCS">
<ParameterSpecification/>
</Steppable>

The Frequency attribute is optional and by default is 1 MCS.
By autogenerating CC3DML code, Twedit++-CC3D releases user from remembering all
the rules necessary to construct a valid CC3DML simulation script. All parameters
appearing in the autogenerated CC3DML script have default values inserted by
Simulation Wizard.
We must edit the parameters in the draft CC3DML script to build a functional cell-sorting
model (Listing 1). The CellType plugin (lines 9-13) already provides three generalizedcell types: Condensing (C), NonCondensing (N) and Medium (M), so we need not change
it.
However, the boundary-energy (Contact-energy) matrix in the Contact plugin (lines 2230) is initially filled with identical values, i.e., the cell types are identical. For cellsorting, Condensing cells must adhere strongly to each other (so we set JCC=2),
Condensing and NonCondensing cells must adhere more weakly (here we set JCN=11)
and all other adhesion must be very weak (we set JNN=JCM=JNM=16), as discussed in section.
The value of JMM =0 is irrelevant, since the Medium generalized cell does not contact
itself.
To reduce artifacts due to the anisotropy of the square cell-lattice we increase the
neighbor-order range in the contact energy to 2 so the contact-energy sum in equation (1)
will include nearest and second-nearest neighbors (line 29).
In the Volume plugin, which calculates the Volume-constraint energy given in equation
(4) the attributes CellType, LambdaVolume and TargetVolume inside the
<VolumeEnergyParameters> tags specify λ (τ ) and Vt (τ ) for each cell type. In our
simulations we set Vt (τ ) = 25 and λ (τ ) = 2.0 for both cell types.
We initialize the cell lattice using the BlobInitializer, which creates one or more disks
(solid spheres in 3D) of cells. Each region is enclosed between <Region> tags. The
<Center> tag with syntax <Center x="x_position" y="y_position" z=
"z_position"/> specifies the position of the center of the disk. The <Width> tag
specifies the size of the initial square (cubical in 3D) generalized cells and the <Gap> tag
creates space between neighboring cells. The <Types> tag lists the cell types to fill the
disk. Here, we change the Radius in the draft BlobInitializer specification to 40.
These few changes produce a working cell-sorting simulation.
To run the simulation we right click cellsorting.cc3d in the left panel and choose the
Open In Player option. We can also run the simulation by opening CompuCellPlayer
and selecting cellsorting.cc3d from the File-> Open Simulation File… dialog.
Figure 11 shows snapshots of a simulation of the cell-sorting model. The less cohesive
NonCondensing cells engulf the more cohesive Condensing cells, which cluster and form
6

We highlight in yellow sections or text describing CompuCell3D behaviors which may
be confusing or lead to hard-to-track errors.
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a single central domain. By changing the boundary energies we can produce other cellsorting patterns (77). In particular, if we reduce the contact energy between the
Condensing cell type and the Medium, we can force inverted cell sorting, where the
Condensing cells surround the NonCondensing cells. If we set the heterotypic contact
energy to be less than either of the homotypic contact energies, the cells of the two types
will mix rather than sort. If we set the cell-medium contact energy to be very small for
one cell type, the cells of that type will disperse into the medium, as in cancer invasion.
With minor modifications, we can also simulate the scenarios for three or more cell types,
for situations in which the cells of a given type vary in volume, motility or adhesivity, or
in which the initial condition contains coherent clusters of cells rather than randomly
mixed cells (engulfment).

t=0 MCS

t=20 MCS

t=880 MCS

t=10000 MCS

Figure 11 Snapshots of the cell-lattice configurations for the cell-sorting simulation in
Listing 1. The boundary-energy hierarchy drives NonCondensing (light grey) cells to
surround Condensing (dark grey) cells. The white background denotes surrounding
Medium.

5.3 Angiogenesis Model
Vascular development is central to both development and cancer progression. We present
a simplified model of the earliest phases of capillary network assembly by endothelial
cells based on cell adhesion and contact-inhibited chemotaxis. This model does a good
job of reproducing the patterning and dynamics which occur if we culture Human
Umbilical Vein Endothelial Cells (HUVEC) on matrigel in a quasi-2D in vitro experiment
(101,102). In addition to generalized cells modeling the HUVEC, we will need a
diffusing chemical object, here, Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF), cell
secretion of VEGF and cell-contact-inhibited chemotaxis to VEGF.
We will use a 3D voxel (pixel) with a side of 4 µm, i.e. a volume of 64 µm3. Since the
experimental HUVEC speed is about 0.4 µm/min and cells in this simulation move at an
average speed of 0.1 pixel/MCS, one MCS represents one minute.
In the Simulation Wizard, we name the model ANGIOGENESIS, set the cell- and fieldlattice dimensions to 50×50×50, the membrane fluctuation amplitude to 20, the pixelcopy range to 3, the number of MCS to 10000 and select BlobFieldInitializer to
produce the initial cell-lattice configuration. We have only one cell type – Endothelial.
In the Chemical Fields page we create the VEGF field and select
FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE from the Solver pull-down list.
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Figure 12 Specification of the angiogenesis chemical field in Simulation Wizard.
Next, on the Cell Properties and Behaviors page, we select the Contact module
from the Adhesion-behavior group and add Secretion, Chemotaxis and Volumeconstraint behaviors by checking the appropriate boxes.

Figure 13 Specification of angiogenesis cell behaviors in Simulation Wizard.
Because we have invoked Secretion and Chemotaxis, the Simulation Wizard opens
their configuration screens. On the Secretion page, from the pull-down list, we select
the chemical to secrete by selecting VEGF in the Field pull-down menu and the cell type
secreting the chemical (Endothelial), and enter the rate of 0.013 (50 pg (cell h)-1 =
0.013 pg (voxel MCS)-1, compare to (103) ). We leave the Secretion Type entry set to
Uniform, so each pixel of an endothelial cell secretes the same amount of VEGF at the
same rate. Uniform volumetric secretion or secretion at the cell’s center of mass may be
most appropriate in 2D simulations of planar geometries (e.g. cells on a petrie dish or
agar) where the biological cells are actually secreting up or down into a medium that
carries the diffusant. CC3D also supplies a secrete-on-contact option to secrete outwards
from the cell boundaries and allows specification of which boundaries can secrete, which
is more realistic in 3D. However, users are free to employ any of these methods in either
2D or 3D depending on their interpretation of their specific biological situation.
CompuCell3D does not have intrinsic units for fields, so the amount of a chemical can be
interpreted in units of moles, number of molecules or grams. We click the Add Entry
button to add the secretion information, then proceed to the next page to define the cells’
chemotaxis properties.

Figure 14 Specification of angiogenesis secretion parameters in Simulation Wizard.
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On the Chemotaxis page, we select VEGF from the Field pull-down list and
Endothelial for the cell type, entering a value for Lambda of 5000. When the
chemotaxis type is regular, the cell’s response to the field is linear, i.e. the effective
strength of chemotaxis depends on the product of Lambda and the secretion rate of VEGF,
e.g. a Lambda of 5000 and a secretion rate of 0.013 has the same effective
chemotactic strength as a Lambda of 500 and a secretion rate of 0.13. Since
endothelial cells do not chemotax at surfaces where they contact other endothelial cells
(contact-inhibition), we select Medium from the pull-down menu next to the Chemotax
Towards button and click this button to add Medium to the list of generalized cell types
whose interfaces with Endothelial cells support chemotaxis. We click the Add Entry
button to add the chemotaxis information, then proceed to the final Simulation Wizard
page.

Figure 15 Specification of angiogenesis chemotaxis properties in Simulation Wizard.
Next, we adjust the parameters of the draft model. Pressure from chemotaxis to VEGF
reduces the average endothelial-cell volume by about 10 voxels from the target volume.
So, in the Volume plugin we set TargetVolume to 74 (64+10) and LambdaVolume to 20.0.
In experiments, in the absence of chemotaxis no capillary network forms and cells adhere
to each other to form clusters. We therefore set JMM=0, JEM=12 and JEE=5 in the Contact
plugin (M: Medium, E: Endothelial). We also set the NeighborOrder for the Contact
energy calculations to 4.

The diffusion equation that governs VEGF ( V x ) field evolution is:

()






∂V ( x )
EC
= DVEGF
∇ 2V ( x ) − γ VEGFV ( x )δ (τ (σ ( x )), M ) + S ECδ (τ (σ ( x )), EC ) ,
(9)
∂t

where δ (τ (σ (x )), EC ) = 1 inside Endothelial cells and 0 elsewhere and

δ (τ (σ (x )), M ) = 1 inside Medium and 0 elsewhere. We set the diffusion constant DVEGF
=0.042 µm2/sec (0.16 voxel2/MCS, about two orders of magnitude smaller than
experimental values), 7 the decay coefficient γ VEGF =1 h-1 (0.016 MCS-1) for Medium
pixels and γ VEGF =0 inside Endothelial cells, and the secretion rate S EC =0.013 pg
(voxel MCS)-1.
7

becomes unstable for values of DVEGF >0.16
voxel /MCS. For larger diffusion constants we must call the algorithm multiple times per
MCS (See the Three-Dimensional Vascular Solid Tumor Growth section).
FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE
2
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In the CC3DML script describing FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE (Listing 2, lines 38-47)
we set the values of the <DiffusionConstant> and <DecayConstant> tags to 0.16 and
0.016 respectively. To prevent chemical decay inside Endothelial cells we add the line
<DoNotDecayIn>Endothelial</DoNotDecayIn> inside the <DiffusionData> tag pair.
Finally, we edit BlobInitializer (lines 49-56) to start with a solid sphere 10 pixels in
radius centered at x=25, y=25, z=25 with initial cell width 4, as in Listing 2.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

<CompuCell3D version="3.6.0">
<Potts>
<Dimensions x="50" y="50" z="50"/>
<Steps>10000</Steps>
<Temperature>20.0</Temperature>
<NeighborOrder>3</NeighborOrder>
</Potts>
<Plugin Name="CellType">
<CellType TypeId="0" TypeName="Medium"/>
<CellType TypeId="1" TypeName="Endothelial"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Volume">
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="Endothelial"
LambdaVolume="20.0" TargetVolume="74"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Contact">
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Medium">0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Endothelial">12</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Endothelial" Type2="Endothelial">5</Energy>
<NeighborOrder>4</NeighborOrder>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Chemotaxis">
<ChemicalField Name="VEGF" Source="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE">
<ChemotaxisByType ChemotactTowards="Medium" Lambda="5000.0"
Type="Endothelial"/>
</ChemicalField>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Secretion">
<Field Name="VEGF">
<Secretion Type="Endothelial">0.013</Secretion>
</Field>
</Plugin>
<Steppable Type="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE">
<DiffusionField>
<DiffusionData>
<FieldName>VEGF</FieldName>
<DiffusionConstant>0.16</DiffusionConstant>
<DecayConstant>0.016</DecayConstant>
<DoNotDecayIn> Endothelial</DoNotDecayIn>
</DiffusionData>
</DiffusionField>
</Steppable>
<Steppable Type="BlobInitializer">
<Region>
<Center x="25" y="25" z="25"/>
<Radius>10</Radius>
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53
54
55
56
57
58

<Width>4</Width>
<Types>Endothelial</Types>
</Region>
</Steppable>
</CompuCell3D>

Listing 2 CC3DML code for the angiogenesis model.
The main behavior that drives vascular patterning is contact-inhibited chemotaxis
(Listing 2, lines 26-30). VEGF diffuses away from cells and decays in Medium, creating a
steep concentration gradient at the interface between Endothelial cells and Medium.
Because Endothelial cells chemotax up the concentration gradient only at the interface
with Medium the Endothelial cells at the surface of the cluster compress the cluster of
cells into vascular branches and maintain branch integrity.
We show screenshots of a simulation of the angiogenesis model in Figure 16 (102, 104).
We can reproduce either 2D or 3D primary capillary network formation and the
rearrangements of the network agree with experimentally-observed dynamics. If we
eliminate the contact inhibition, the cells do not form a branched structure (as observed in
chick allantois experiments, (102)). We can also study the effects of surface tension,
external growth factors and changes in motility and diffusion constants on the pattern and
its dynamics. However, this simple model does not include the strong junctions HUVEC
cells make with each other at their ends after a period of prolonged contact. It also does
not attempt to model the vacuolation and linking of vacuoles that leads to a connected
network of tubes.

Figure 16 An initial cluster of adhering endothelial cells forms a capillary-like network
via sprouting angiogenesis. A: 0 hours (0 MCS), B: ~2 hours (100 MCS), C: ~5 hours
(250 MCS), D: ~18 hours (1100 MCS).
Since real endothelial cells are elongated, we can include the Cell-elongation plugin in
the Simulation Wizard to better reproduce individual cell morphology. However,
excessive cell elongation causes cell fragmentation. Adding either the Global or Fast
Connectivity Constraint plugin prevents cell fragmentation.

5.4 Bacterium-and-Macrophage Simulation
Another example which illustrates the use of chemical fields is based on the in vitro
behavior of bacteria and macrophages in blood. In the famous experimental movie taken
in the 1950s by David Rogers at Vanderbilt University, the macrophage appears to chase
the bacterium, which seems to run away from the macrophage. We can model both
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behaviors using cell secretion of diffusible chemical signals and movement of the cells in
response to the chemical (chemotaxis): the bacterium secretes a signal (a
chemoattractant) that attracts the macrophage and the macrophage secretes a signal (a
chemorepellant) which repels the bacterium (97). The basic procedure to construct the
simulation is very similar to the one we followed in constructing angiogenesis model.
In Twedit++-CC3D we open new project and name it bacterium_macrophage. We
declare 3 cell types – Bacterium, Macrophage and Red (red blood cells). We assume that
diffusing chemoattractant is secreted by bacteria, therefore on the Chemical Field page of
the Simulation Wizard we declare ATTR chemical field which we will solve using
DiffusionSolverFE. On the Cell Behaviors and Properties page we select Contact,
Chemotaxis, VolumeFlex and Surface Flex. Clicking ‘Next’ button brings us to
chemotaxis page where we set chemotaxis parameters as shown on Figure 17:

Figure 17 Setting up chemotaxis properties forMacrophages
After code-autogenerating is done we have to do several adjustments to the CC3DML
script.
01 <CompuCell3D version="3.6.2">
02
03
<Potts>
04
<Dimensions x="100" y="100" z="1"/>
05
<Steps>10000</Steps>
06
<Temperature>40.0</Temperature>
07
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
08
<Boundary_x>Periodic</Boundary_x>
09
<Boundary_y>Periodic</Boundary_y>
10
</Potts>
11
12
<Plugin Name="CellType">
13
<CellType TypeId="0" TypeName="Medium"/>
14
<CellType TypeId="1" TypeName="Bacterium"/>
15
<CellType TypeId="2" TypeName="Macrophage"/>
16
<CellType TypeId="3" TypeName="Red"/>
17
</Plugin>
18
19
<Plugin Name="Volume">
20
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="Bacterium" LambdaVolume="60.0"
TargetVolume="10"/>
21
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="Macrophage" LambdaVolume="15.0"
TargetVolume="150"/>
22
<VolumeEnergyParameters CellType="Red" LambdaVolume="30.0"
TargetVolume="100"/>
23
</Plugin>
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24
25
<Plugin Name="Surface">
26
<SurfaceEnergyParameters CellType="Bacterium" LambdaSurface="4.0"
TargetSurface="10"/>
27
<SurfaceEnergyParameters CellType="Macrophage" LambdaSurface="20.0"
TargetSurface="50"/>
28
<SurfaceEnergyParameters CellType="Red" LambdaSurface="0.0"
TargetSurface="40"/>
29
</Plugin>
30
31
<Plugin Name="Contact">
32
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Medium">10.0</Energy>
33
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Bacterium">8.0</Energy>
34
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Macrophage">8.0</Energy>
35
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Red">30.0</Energy>
36
<Energy Type1="Bacterium" Type2="Bacterium">150.0</Energy>
37
<Energy Type1="Bacterium" Type2="Macrophage">15.0</Energy>
38
<Energy Type1="Bacterium" Type2="Red">150.0</Energy>
39
<Energy Type1="Macrophage" Type2="Macrophage">150.0</Energy>
40
<Energy Type1="Macrophage" Type2="Red">150.0</Energy>
41
<Energy Type1="Red" Type2="Red">150.0</Energy>
42
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
43
</Plugin>
44
45
<Plugin Name="Chemotaxis">
46
<ChemicalField Name="ATTR" Source="DiffusionSolverFE">
47
<ChemotaxisByType Lambda="1.0" Type="Macrophage"/>
48
</ChemicalField>
49
</Plugin>
50
51
<Steppable Type="DiffusionSolverFE">
52
<DiffusionField>
53
<DiffusionData>
54
<FieldName>ATTR</FieldName>
55
<GlobalDiffusionConstant>0.1</GlobalDiffusionConstant>
56
<GlobalDecayConstant>5e-05</GlobalDecayConstant>
57
<DiffusionCoefficient CellType="Red">0.0</DiffusionCoefficient>
58
</DiffusionData>
59
<SecretionData>
60
<Secretion Type="Bacterium">100</Secretion>
61
</SecretionData>
62
<BoundaryConditions>
63
<Plane Axis="X">
64
<Periodic/>
65
</Plane>
66
<Plane Axis="Y">
67
<Periodic/>
68
</Plane>
69
</BoundaryConditions>
70
</DiffusionField>
71
</Steppable>
72
73
<Steppable Type="PIFInitializer">
74
<PIFName>Simulation/bacterium_macrophage.piff</PIFName>
75
</Steppable>
76
77 </CompuCell3D>
78

Listing 3. CC3DML code for Bacterium Macrophage simulation. Note that the code has
been modified from its autogenetrated version
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We implement the actual bacterium-macrophage “chasing” mechanism using the
Chemotaxis plugin, which specifies how a generalized cell of a given type responds to a
field. The Chemotaxis plugin biases a cell’s motion up or down a field gradient by
changing the calculated effective-energy change used in the acceptance function. For a

field c ( i ) :


∆H chem =
−λchem c ( i ) − c ( i′ ) ,

)

(

(10)



where c (i ) is the chemical field at the index-copy target pixel, c (i′ ) the field at the
index-copy source pixel, and λchem the strength and direction of chemotaxis. If λchem > 0


and c (i )> c (i′ ), then ∆H chem is negative, increasing the probability of accepting the
index copy. The net effect is that the cell moves up the field gradient with a velocity

~ λchem ∇c . If λ < 0 is negative, the opposite occurs, and the cell will move down the field
gradient. Plugins with more sophisticated ∆H chem calculations (e.g., including response
saturation) are available within CompuCell3D (see the description of the chemotaxis
plugin in the second part of this manual).


c (i )



∆H chem = −λchem c (i )− c (i′ )

(

)

λchem > 0

x

Figure 18. Connecting a field to GGH dynamics using a chemotaxis-energy term. The


difference in the value of the field c at the source, i′ , and target, i , pixels changes the


∆H of the index-copy attempt. Here c (i )> c (i′ ) and λ > 0 , so ∆H chem < 0 , increasing
the probability of accepting the index-copy attempt.
In the Chemotaxis plugin we must identify the names of the fields, where the field
information is stored, the list of the generalized-cell types that will respond to the fields,
and the strength and direction of the response (Lambda = λchem ). The information for each
field is specified using the syntax:
<ChemicalField Source="where field is stored" Name="field name">
<ChemotaxisByType Type="cell_type1" Lambda="lambda1"/>
<ChemotaxisByType Type="cell_type2" Lambda="lambda1"/>
</ChemicalField>
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In our current example, the first field, named ATTR, is stored in DiffusionSolverFE.
Macrophage cells are attracted to ATTR with λchem = 1 . None of the other cell types
responds to ATTR. Similarly, Bacterium cells are repelled by REP with λchem = −0.1 .
Keep in mind that fields are not created within the Chemotaxis plugin, which only
specifies how different cell types respond to the fields. We define and store the fields
elsewhere. Here, we use the DiffusionSolverFE steppable as the source of our fields.
The DiffusionSolverFE steppable is the main CompuCell3D tool for defining diffusing
fields, which evolve according to the diffusion equation:

∂c ( i )





(11)
= D ( i ) ∇ 2c ( i ) − k ( i ) c ( i ) + s ( i ) ,
∂t




where c ( i ) is the field concentration and D ( i ) , k ( i ) and s ( i ) denote the diffusion
constant (in m2/s), decay constant (in s-1) and secretion rates (in concentration/s) of the




field, respectively. D ( i ) , k ( i ) , and 
s( i ) may vary with position and cell-lattice
configuration.
As in the Chemotaxis plugin, we may define the behaviors of multiple fields, enclosing
each one within <DiffusionField> tag pairs. For each field defined within a
<DiffusionData> tag pair, users provide values for the name of the field (using the
<FieldName> tag pair), the global diffusion constant (using the
<GlobalDiffusionConstant> tag pair) , and the global decay constant (using the
<GlobalDiffusionConstant> tag pair). We can also specify diffusion constant for
particular cell types using the following syntax:
<DiffusionCoefficient CellType="cell_type_1">coefficient</DiffusionCoefficient>
<DecayCoefficient CellType="cell_type_1">coefficient</DecayCoefficient>

Forward-Euler methods are numerically unstable for large diffusion constants, limiting
the maximum nominal diffusion constant allowed in CompuCell3D simulations.
However, by increasing the PDE-solver calling frequency, which reduces the effective
time step, CompuCell3D can simulate arbitrarily large diffusion constants and using the
DiffusionSolverFE to solve diffusion equation releases users from specifying how
many extra times the solver needs to be called.
The optional <SecretionData> tag pair defines a subsection which identifies cells types
that secrete or absorb the field and the rates of secretion:
<SecretionData>
<Secretion Type="cell_type1">real_rate1</Secretion>
<Secretion Type="cell_type2">real_rate2</Secretion>
<SecretionData>

A negative rate simulates absorption. In the bacterium and macrophage simulation,
Bacterium cells secrete ATTR.
To complete specification of the PDE diffusion equation we also set boundary conditions
(by default they are set to no flux). Here however we set them to Periodic along x and y
directions using the following syntax:
<BoundaryConditions>
<Plane Axis="X">
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<Periodic/>
</Plane>
<Plane Axis="Y">
<Periodic/>
</Plane>
</BoundaryConditions>

We load the initial configuration for the bacterium-and-macrophage simulation using the
PIFInitializer steppable. Many simulations require initial generalized-cell
configurations that we cannot easily construct from primitive regions filled with cells
using BlobInitializer and UniformInitializer. To allow maximum flexibility,
CompuCell3D can read the initial cell-lattice configuration from Pixel Initialization Files
(PIFFs). A PIFF is a text file that allows users to assign multiple rectangular
(parallelepiped in 3D) pixel regions or single pixels to particular cells.
Each line in a PIF has the syntax:
Cell_id Cell_type x_low x_high y_low y_high z_low z_high

where Cell_id is a unique cell index. A PIF may have multiple, possibly non-adjacent,
lines starting with the same Cell_id; all lines with the same Cell_id define pixels of
the same generalized cell. The values x_low, x_high, y_low, y_high, z_low and
z_high define rectangles (parallelepipeds in 3D) of pixels belonging to the cell. In the
case of overlapping pixels, a later line overwrites pixels defined by earlier lines. The
following line describes a 6 x 6-pixel square cell with cell index 0 and type Amoeba:
0 Amoeba 10 15 10 15 0 0

If we save this line to the file 'amoebae.piff', we can load it into a simulation using the
following syntax:
<Steppable Type="PIFInitializer">
<PIFName>amoebae.piff</PIFName>
</Steppable>

Listing 4 illustrates how to construct arbitrary shapes using a PIF. Here we define two
cells with indices 0 and 1, and cell types Amoeba and Bacterium, respectively. The main
body of each cell is a 6 x 6 square to which we attach additional pixels.
0
1
0
1

Amoeba 10
Bacterium
Amoeba 16
Bacterium

15
25
16
25

10
30
15
27

15
25
15
31

0 0
30 0 0
0 0
35 0 0

Listing 4. Simple PIF initializing two cells, one each of type Bacterium and Amoeba.
All lines with the same cell index (first column) define a single cell.
Figure 19 shows the initial cell-lattice configuration specified in Listing 4:
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Figure 19. Initial configuration of the cell lattice based on the PIF in Listing 4.
In practice, because constructing complex PIFs by hand is cumbersome, we generally use
custom-written scripts to generate the file directly, or convert images stored in graphical
formats (e.g., gif, jpeg, png) from experiments or other programs.
Listing 5 shows the example PIF for the bacterium-and-macrophage simulation.
0 Red 10 20 10 20 0 0
1 Red 10 20 40 50 0 0
2 Red 10 20 70 80 0 0
3 Red 40 50 0 10 0 0
4 Red 40 50 30 40 0 0
5 Red 40 50 60 70 0 0
6 Red 40 50 90 95 0 0
7 Red 70 80 10 20 0 0
8 Red 70 80 40 50 0 0
9 Red 70 80 70 80 0 0
11 Bacterium 5 5 5 5 0 0
12 Macrophage 35 35 35 35 0 0
13 Bacterium 65 65 65 65 0 0
14 Bacterium 65 65 5 5 0 0
15 Bacterium 5 5 65 65 0 0
16 Macrophage 75 75 95 95 0 0
17 Red 24 28 10 20 0 0
18 Red 24 28 40 50 0 0
19 Red 24 28 70 80 0 0
20 Red 40 50 14 20 0 0
21 Red 40 50 44 50 0 0
22 Red 40 50 74 80 0 0
23 Red 54 59 90 95 0 0
24 Red 70 80 24 28 0 0
25 Red 70 80 54 59 0 0
26 Red 70 80 84 90 0 0
27 Macrophage 10 10 95 95 0 0

Listing 5. PIF defining the initial cell-lattice configuration for the bacterium-andmacrophage simulation. The file is stored as 'bacterium_macrophage_2D_wall_v3.pif'.
In Listing 3 we read the cell lattice configuration from the file
'bacterium_macrophage_2D_wall_v3.pif' using the lines:
<Steppable Type="PIFInitializer">
<PIFName>Simulation/bacterium_macrophage.piff</PIFName>
</Steppable>
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Figure 20 shows snapshots of the bacterium-and-macrophage simulation. By adjusting
the properties and number of bacteria, macrophages and red blood cells and the diffusion
properties of the chemical fields, we can build a surprisingly good reproduction of the
experiment.

t=200 MCS

t=500 MCS

t=800 MCS

t=900 MCS

t=1100 MCS

Figure 20. Snapshots of the bacterium-and-macrophage simulation from Listing 3 and
the PIF in Listing 5 saved in the file 'bacterium_macrophage_2D_wall_v3.pif'. The upper
row shows the cell-lattice configuration with the Macrophages in grey, Bacteria in
white, red blood cells in dark grey and Medium in blue. Second row shows the
concentration of the chemoattractant ATTR secreted by the Bacteria. The bars at the
bottom of the field images show the concentration scales (blue, low concentration, red,
high concentration).

6 Python Scripting
CC3DML is convenient for building simple simulations such as those we presented
above. To describe more complex simulations, CompuCell3D allows users to write
specialized, shareable modules in C/C++ (through the CompuCell3D Application
Programming Interface, or CC3D API) or Python (through a Python-scripting interface).
C and C++ modules have the advantage that they run at native speed. However,
developing them requires knowledge of both C/C++ and the CC3D API, and their
integration with CompuCell3D requires recompilation of the source code. Python module
development is less complicated, since Python has simpler syntax than C/C++ and users
can modify and extend a library of Python-module templates included with
CompuCell3D. Moreover, Python modules do not require recompilation.
Tasks performed by CompuCell3D modules either relate to index-copy attempts
(plugins) or run either once, at the beginning or end of a simulation, or once every several
MCS (steppables). Tasks run every index-copy attempt, like effective-energy-term
calculations, are the most frequently-called tasks in a GGH simulation and writing them
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in Python may slow simulations. However, steppables and lattice monitors are good
candidates for Python implementation and cause negligible performance degradation.
Python implementations are suitable for most cell-parameter adjustments that depend on
the state of the simulation, e.g., simulating cell growth in response to a chemical, celltype differentiation and changes in cell-cell adhesion.
In the models we presented above, all cells had parameter values fixed in time. To allow
cell behaviors to change, we need to be able to adjust cell properties during a simulation.
CompuCell3D can execute Python scripts (CC3D supports Python versions 2.x) to
modify the properties of cells in response to events occurring during a simulation, such as
the concentration of a nutrient dropping below a threshold level, a cell reaching a
doubling volume or a cell changing its neighbors. Most such Python scripts have a simple
structure based on print statements, if-elif-else statements, for loops, lists and
simple classes and do not require in-depth knowledge of Python to create.

6.1 A Short Introduction to Python
This section briefly introduces the main features of Python in the CompuCell3D context.
For a more formal introduction to Python see (98) and http://python.org.
Python defines blocks of code, such as those appearing inside if statements or for loops
(in general after “:”), by an increased level of indentation. This chapter uses 2 spaces per
indentation level. For example, in Listing 3, we indent the body of the if statement by 2
spaces and the body of the inner for loop by an additional 2 spaces. The for loop is
executed inside the if statement, which checks if we are in the second MCS of the
simulation. The command pixelOffset=10 assigns to the variable pixelOffset a value
of 10. The for loop assigns to the variable x values ranging from 0 through self.dim.x1, where self.dim.x is a CC3D internal variable containing the size of the cell-lattice in
the x-direction. When executed, Listing 3 prints consecutive integers from 10 to
10+self.dim.x-1.
01
02
03
04
05

if (mcs==2):
pixelOffset = 10
for x in range(self.dim.x):
pixel = pixelOffset + x
print pixel

Listing 6 Simple Python loop.
The great advantage of Python compared to older languages like Fortran is that it can also
iterate over members of a Python list, a container for grouping objects. Listing 4 executes
a for loop over a list containing all cells in the simulation and prints the type of each cell.
01
02

for cell in self.cellList:
print ”cell type=”, cell.type

Listing 7 Iterating over the inventory of CC3D cells in Python.
Lists can combine objects of any type, including integers, strings, complex numbers, lists,
and, in this case, CC3D cells. CompuCell3D uses lists extensively to keep track of cells,
cell neighbors, cell pixels, etc.….
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CompuCell3D allows users to construct custom Python code as independent modules
called steppables, which are represented as classes. Listing 5 shows a typical CC3D
Python steppable class. The first line declares the class name together with an argument
(SteppableBasePy) inside the parenthesis which makes the main CC3D objects,
including cells, lattice properties, etc.…, available inside the class. The def __init__(
self,_simulator,_frequency=1): declares the initializing function __init__ which is
called automatically during class object instantiation. After initializing the class and
inheriting CC3D objects, we declare 3 main functions called at different times during the
simulation: start is called before the simulation starts; step is called at specified
intervals in MCS throughout the simulation; and finish is called at the end of the
simulation. The start function iterates over all cells, setting their target volume and
inverse compressibility to 25 and 5, respectively. Generically, we use the start function
to define model initial conditions. The step function increases the target volumes of all
cells by 0.001 after the tenth MCS, a typical way to implement cell growth in CC3D. The
finish function prints the cell volumes at the end of the simulation.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

class Example(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
def start(self):
print “Called at the beginning of the simulation”
for cell in self.cellList:
cell.targetVolume=25
cell.lambdaVolume=5
def step(self,mcs):
print “Called every MCS”
if (mcs>10):
for cell in self.cellList:
cell.targetVolume+=0.001
def finish(self):
print “Called at the end of the simulation”
for cell in self.cellList:
print “cell volume = ”, cell.volume

Listing 8 Sample CC3D steppable class.
start, step and finish functions have default implementations
SteppableBasePy. Therefore we only need to provide definition

in the base class
of those functions
which we want to override. In addition, we can add our own functions to the class.
The next section uses Python scripting to build a complex CompuCell3D model.

6.2 General structure of CC3D Python scripts
Python scripting allows users to augment their CC3DML configuration files with Python
scripts or to code their entire simulations in Python (in which case the Python script looks
very similar to the CC3DML script it replaces). Listing 9 shows the standard block of
template code for running a Python script in conjunction with a CC3DML configuration
file.
import sys
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from os import environ
from os import getcwd
import string
sys.path.append(environ["PYTHON_MODULE_PATH"])
import CompuCellSetup
sim,simthread = CompuCellSetup.getCoreSimulationObjects()
#Create extra player fields here or add attributes
CompuCellSetup.initializeSimulationObjects(sim,simthread)
#Add Python steppables here
steppableRegistry=CompuCellSetup.getSteppableRegistry()
#Steppable registration
from CustomSteppables import CustomSteppable
customSteppableInstance= CustomSteppable (sim,_frequency=100)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(customSteppableInstance)
CompuCellSetup.mainLoop(sim,simthread,steppableRegistry)

Listing 9. Basic Python template to run a CompuCell3D simulation through a Python
interpreter. Later examples will be based on this script.
The import sys line provides access to standard functions and variables needed to
manipulate the Python runtime environment. The next two lines,
from os import environ
from os import getcwd

import environ and getcwd housekeeping functions into the current namespace (i.e.,
current script) and are included in all our Python programs. In the next three lines,
import string
sys.path.append(environ["PYTHON_MODULE_PATH"])
import CompuCellSetup

we import the string module, which contains convenience functions for performing
operations on strings of characters, set the search path for Python modules and import the
CompuCellSetup module, which provides a set of convenience functions that simplify
initialization of CompuCell3D simulations.
Next, we create and initialize the core CompuCell3D modules:
sim,simthread = CompuCellSetup.getCoreSimulationObjects()
CompuCellSetup.initializeSimulationObjects(sim,simthread)

We then create a steppable registry (a Python container that stores steppables, i.e., a list
of all steppables that the Python code can access) and pass it to the function that runs the
simulation:
steppableRegistry=CompuCellSetup.getSteppableRegistry()
#Steppable registration
from CustomSteppables import CustomSteppable
customSteppableInstance= CustomSteppable (sim,_frequency=100)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(customSteppableInstance)
CompuCellSetup.mainLoop(sim,simthread,steppableRegistry)

Here we show example of how to instantiate and register a steppable
(CustomSteppable). CustomSteppable is stored in file CustomSteppables.py and we
import its content by typing:
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from CustomSteppables import CustomSteppable

When Twedit++ generates simulation scripts the above script is generated automatically
and it rarely needs any modifications.
In the next section, we will explain how to modify autogenerated steppable to implement
dynamically changing cell properties.

6.3 Cell-Type-Oscillator Simulation
Suppose that we would like to add a caricature of oscillatory gene expression to our cellsorting simulation so that cells exchange types every 100 MCS. All we have to do in is to
then is to generate in Twedit++ cellsorting simulation but making sure that on the first
page of the wizard screen we choose Python+XML option. As a result we will get
simulation scripts (CC3DML and Python) which we will modify to create this simple
new simulation. We will implement the changes of cell types using a Python steppable,
since it occurs at intervals of 100 MCS. The skeleton of the steppable is autogenerated by
Twedit++ and Listing 10 shows the modification which are needed to turn boiler-plate
code into functional simulation:
from PySteppables import *
import CompuCell
import sys
class CellTypeOscillatorSteppable(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=10):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
def start(self):
print ”START FUNCTION”
def step(self,mcs):

for cell in self.cellList:
if cell.type==self.CONDENSING:
cell.type=self.NONCONDENSING
elif cell.type==self.NONCONDENSING:
cell.type=self.CONDENSING
def finish(self):
print ”FINISH FUNCTION”

Listing 10. Autogenerated Python steppable with modification necessary to implement
oscillatory cell type switching. The changes to to script are indicated in bold font.
A CompuCell3D steppable is a class (a type of object) that holds the parameters and
functions necessary for carrying out a task. Every steppable defines at least 4 functions:
__init__(self, _simulator, _frequency), start(self), step(self, mcs) and
finish(self).
CompuCell3D calls the start(self) function once at the beginning of the simulation
before any index-copy attempts. It calls the step(self, mcs) function periodically after
every _frequency MCS. It calls the finish(self) function once at the end of the
simulation. The class definition :
class CellTypeOscillatorSteppable (SteppableBasePy):

causes the TypeSwitcherSteppable to inherit components of the SteppableBasePy
class. SteppableBasePy contains default definitions of the start(self),
step(self,mcs) and finish(self) functions as well as many othr convenience objects
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such as e.g. cellList. Here we implement all three functions but often we may skip
either one of them. Inheritance reduces the length of the user-written Python code and
ensures that the CellTypeOscillatorSteppable object has all needed components. The line:
from PySteppables import *

makes the content of 'PySteppables.py' file (or module) available in the current
namespace. The PySteppables module includes the SteppableBasePy base class.
The __init__ function is a constructor that accepts user-defined parameters and
initializes a steppable object. Consider the __init__ function of the
TypeSwitcherSteppable:
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=100):
SteppablePy.__init__(self,_frequency)

Here we call the constructor for the inheritance class, SteppableBasePy, as required by
Python. This instantiates many convenience objects which are available from within our
CellTypeOscillatorSteppable class. For example we can write self.simulator to
reference to simulator object, passed from the main script or by typing self.cellList
we access a reference to cell inventory managed by CC3D kernel. We can think about
Python reference as a pointer variable that stores the address of the object but not a copy
of the object itself. Cell inventory allows us to visit all the cells with a simple for loop to
perform various tasks. The cell inventory is a dynamic structure, i.e., it updates
automatically when cells are created or destroyed during a simulation.
The section of the CellTypeOscillatorSteppable steppable which implements the
cell-type switching is found in the step(self,mcs) function:
def step(self,mcs):
for cell in self.cellList:
if cell.type==self.CONDENSING:
cell.type=self.NONCONDENSING
elif cell.type==self.NONCONDENSING:
cell.type=self.CONDENSING

Here we use the cell inventory to iterate over all cells in the simulation and reassign their
cell types between self.CONDENSING and self.NONCONDENSING. are constants which
are equal to id’s of cell types in our simulation (recall that cellsording had two cell types
Condensing and NonCondensing). The names of the constants can be easily created from
type name by capitalizing all the letters and prepending them with self. – for example
NonCondensing

 self.NONCONDENSING

Once we have created a steppable (i.e., created an object of class
CellTypeOscillatorSteppable) we must register it using registerSteppable
function from steppableRegistry object:
from CellTypeOscillatorSteppables import CellTypeOscillatorSteppable
steppableInstance=CellTypeOscillatorSteppable(sim,_frequency=100)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(steppableInstance)

CompuCell3D will not run unregistered steppables.
Figure 21 shows snapshots of the cell-type-oscillator simulation.
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t=90 MCS

t=110 MCS

t=1490 MCS

t=1510 MCS

Figure 21. Results of the Python cell-type-oscillator simulation using the
TypeSwitcherSteppable steppable implemented in Listing 10 in conjunction with the
CC3DML cell-sorting simulation. Cells exchange types and corresponding adhesivities
and colors every 100 MCS; i.e., between t=90 MCS and t=110 MCS and between t=1490
MCS and t=1510 MCS.
We mentioned earlier that users can run simulations without a CC3DML configuration
file. The easiest and fastes way to convert CC3DML to equivalent Python syntax is to use
Twedit++. By right-clicking on a CC3MDL file tag in the CC3D Project panel we get
access to context menu “Convert XML to Python”. By choosing it , with one click we
convert entire CC3DML to Python syntax as shown

Figure 22 Converting CC3DML to Python syntax.
Listing 11 shows the cell-type-oscillator simulation written entirely in Python, with
changes to Listing 10 shown in bold.
def configureSimulation(sim):
import CompuCellSetup
from XMLUtils import ElementCC3D
CompuCell3DElmnt=ElementCC3D("CompuCell3D",{"version":"3.6.2"})
PottsElmnt=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Potts")
# Basic properties of CPM (GGH) algorithm
PottsElmnt.ElementCC3D("Dimensions",{"x":"100","y":"100","z":"1"})
PottsElmnt.ElementCC3D("Steps",{},"10000")
PottsElmnt.ElementCC3D("Temperature",{},"10.0")
PottsElmnt.ElementCC3D("NeighborOrder",{},"2")
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PluginElmnt=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Plugin",{"Name":"CellType"})
# Listing all cell types in the simulation
PluginElmnt.ElementCC3D("CellType",{"TypeId":"0","TypeName":"Medium"})
PluginElmnt.ElementCC3D("CellType",{"TypeId":"1","TypeName":"Condensing"})
PluginElmnt.ElementCC3D("CellType",{"TypeId":"2","TypeName":"NonCondensing"})
PluginElmnt_1=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Plugin",{"Name":"Volume"})
PluginElmnt_1.ElementCC3D("VolumeEnergyParameters",\
{"CellType":"Condensing","LambdaVolume":"2.0","TargetVolume":"25"})
PluginElmnt_1.ElementCC3D("VolumeEnergyParameters",\
{"CellType":"NonCondensing","LambdaVolume":"2.0","TargetVolume":"25"})
PluginElmnt_2=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Plugin",{"Name":"NeighborTracker"})
# Module tracking center of mass of each cell
PluginElmnt_3=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Plugin",{"Name":"Contact"})
# Specification of adhesion energies
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",{"Type1":"Medium","Type2":"Medium"},"10.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",{"Type1":"Medium","Type2":"Condensing"},"16.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",{"Type1":"Medium","Type2":"NonCondensing"},"16.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",{"Type1":"Condensing","Type2":"Condensing"},"2.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",\
{"Type1":"Condensing","Type2":"NonCondensing"},"11.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("Energy",\
{"Type1":"NonCondensing","Type2":"NonCondensing"},"15.0")
PluginElmnt_3.ElementCC3D("NeighborOrder",{},"2")
SteppableElmnt=CompuCell3DElmnt.ElementCC3D("Steppable",{"Type":"BlobInitializer"})
# Initial layout of cells in the form of spherical (circular in 2D) blob
RegionElmnt=SteppableElmnt.ElementCC3D("Region")
RegionElmnt.ElementCC3D("Center",{"x":"50","y":"50","z":"0"})
RegionElmnt.ElementCC3D("Radius",{},"40")
RegionElmnt.ElementCC3D("Gap",{},"0")
RegionElmnt.ElementCC3D("Width",{},"5")
RegionElmnt.ElementCC3D("Types",{},"Condensing,NonCondensing")
CompuCellSetup.setSimulationXMLDescription(CompuCell3DElmnt)
import sys
from os import environ
from os import getcwd
import string
sys.path.append(environ["PYTHON_MODULE_PATH"])

import CompuCellSetup

sim,simthread = CompuCellSetup.getCoreSimulationObjects()
configureSimulation(sim)
# add extra attributes here
CompuCellSetup.initializeSimulationObjects(sim,simthread)
# Definitions of additional Python-managed fields go here
#Add Python steppables here
steppableRegistry=CompuCellSetup.getSteppableRegistry()
from CellTypeOscillatorSteppables import CellTypeOscillatorSteppable
steppableInstance=CellTypeOscillatorSteppable(sim,_frequency=100)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(steppableInstance)
CompuCellSetup.mainLoop(sim,simthread,steppableRegistry)
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Listing 11. Stand-alone Python cell-type-oscillator script containing an initial section that replaces the
CC3DML from Listing 1.

The configureSimulation function replaces the CC3DML file from Listing 1. After
importing CompuCell and CompuCellSetup, we have access to functions and modules
that provide all the functionality necessary to code a simulation in Python. The
conversion from XML to Python follows simple algorithm for nested data structures and
is explained in detail in Python Scripting Manual. In essentially all cases users never need
to bother with the details of this algorithm as Twedit++ does all the work behind the
scenes. Great advantage of using Python-only simulations is that parameters appearing in
the configureSim function (this function replaces the CC3DML script) can be Python
variables or Python expressions and this may help users in building simulation codes
which are easit to maintain.

6.4 Diffusing-Field-Based Cell-Growth Simulation
One of the most frequent uses of Python scripting in CompuCell3D simulations is to
modify cell behavior based on local field concentrations. To demonstrate this use, we
incorporate stem-cell-like behavior into the cell-sorting simulation from Listing 1. This
extension requires including relatively sophisticated interactions between cells and
diffusing chemical, FGF (100). However the implmenetation of those behaviors in CC3D
is relatively straightforward as we will show.
We simulate a situation where NonCondensing cells secrete FGF, which diffuses freely
through the cell lattice and obeys:

∂ [ FGF ] ( i )


(12)
=
0.10∇ 2 [ FGF ] ( i ) + 0.05 δ τ σ ( i ) , NonCondensing ,
∂t

((

)

)

where [FGF ] denotes the FGF concentration and Condensing cells respond to the field
by growing at a constant rate proportional to the FGF concentration at their centroids:


dVt (σ )
= 0.01[FGF]( xσ ) .
dt

(13)

When they reach a threshold volume, the Condensing cells undergo mitosis. One of the
resulting daughter cells remains a Condensing cell, while the other daughter cell has an
equal probability of becoming either another Condensing cell or a
DifferentiatedCondensing cell. DifferentiatedCondensing cells do not divide.
Each generalized cell in CompuCell3D has a default list of attributes, e.g. type, volume,
surface (area), target volume, etc.. However, CompuCell3D allows users to add cell
attributes during execution of simulations. E.g., in the current simulation, we will record
data on each cell division in a list attached to each cell. Generalized cell attributes can be
added using either C++ or Python. However, attributes added using Python are not
accessible from C++ modules.
We start constructing our simulation by invoking CC3D Simulation Wizard from
Twedit++ and naming simulation cellsort_2D_field. We set lattice dimension to
200x200x1, number of steps to 300 and NeighborOrder to 3. We then declare 3 cell types
Condensing, NonCondensing and DifferentiatedCondensing. On the Chemical Fields
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page we declare one diffusant - FGF and choose DiffusionSolverFE to evolve the field.
On the Cell Properties and Behaviors page we check Contact, VolumeLocalFlex and
Mitosis and complete wizard workflow by clicking next until we get to final page which
generates simulation template.
First thing we do with autogenerated code we edit CC3DML file as follows (changes are
shown in bold):
<CompuCell3D version="3.6.2">
<Potts>
<Dimensions x="200" y="200" z="1"/>
<Steps>3000</Steps>
<Temperature>10.0</Temperature>
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
</Potts>
<Plugin Name="CellType">
<CellType TypeId="0" TypeName="Medium"/>
<CellType TypeId="1" TypeName="Condensing"/>
<CellType TypeId="2" TypeName="NonCondensing"/>
<CellType TypeId="3" TypeName="DifferentiatedCondensing"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Volume"/>
<Plugin Name="CenterOfMass"/>
<Plugin Name="Contact">
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Medium">0.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Condensing">16.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="NonCondensing">16.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="DifferentiatedCondensing">16.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Condensing" Type2="Condensing">2.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Condensing" Type2="NonCondensing">11.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="Condensing" Type2="DifferentiatedCondensing">2.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NonCondensing" Type2="NonCondensing">15.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NonCondensing" Type2="DifferentiatedCondensing">11.0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="DifferentiatedCondensing" Type2="DifferentiatedCondensing">2.0</Energy>
<NeighborOrder>2</NeighborOrder>
</Plugin>
<Steppable Type="DiffusionSolverFE">
<DiffusionField>
<DiffusionData>
<FieldName>FGF</FieldName>
<GlobalDiffusionConstant>0.1</GlobalDiffusionConstant>
<GlobalDecayConstant>5e-05</GlobalDecayConstant>
</DiffusionData>
<SecretionData>
<Secretion Type="NonCondensing">0.05</Secretion>
</SecretionData>
<BoundaryConditions>
<Plane Axis="X">
<ConstantDerivative PlanePosition="Min" Value="0.0"/>
<ConstantDerivative PlanePosition="Max" Value="0.0"/>
</Plane>
<Plane Axis="Y">
<ConstantDerivative PlanePosition="Min" Value="0.0"/>
<ConstantDerivative PlanePosition="Max" Value="0.0"/>
</Plane>
</BoundaryConditions>
</DiffusionField>
</Steppable>
<Steppable Type="BlobInitializer">
<Region>
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<Center x="100" y="100" z="0"/>
<Radius>40</Radius>
<Gap>0</Gap>
<Width>5</Width>
<Types>Condensing,NonCondensing</Types>
</Region>
</Steppable>
</CompuCell3D>

Listing 12. CC3DML code for the diffusing-field-based cell-growth simulation.Changes from the
autogenerated template are shown in bold font.

The CC3DML code is a slightly extended version of the cell-sorting code in Listing 1
plus the DiffusionSolverFE discussed in the bacterium-and-macrophage simulation.
Note we have specified no-flux boundary conditions even though we could have
completely removed this section as no-flux boundary conditions are default choice in
CC3D.
The initial cell-lattice does not contain any CondensingDifferentiated cells. These
cells appear only as the result of mitosis. We use the VolumeLocalFlex plugin
(specifying <Plugin Name=”Volume”/> is sufficient) to allow the target volume to vary
individually for each cell, allowing cell growth. We manage the volume-constraint
parameters using a Python script. The CenterOfMass plugin provides a reference point in
each cell at which we measure the FGF concentration. We then adjust the cell's target
volume accordingly.
To build this simulation in CompuCell3D we need to write several Python routines. We
need: 1) A steppable, ConstraintInitializerSteppable to initialize the volumeconstraint parameters for each cell and to simulate cell growth by periodically increasing
Condensing cells’ target volumes in proportion to the FGF concentration at their
centroids – we will clal this steppable every 10 MCS as opposed to 100 MCS as
generated by Twedit++ . 2) A steppable, MitosisSteppable, that divides cell once it
reaches a threshold volume and then adjusts the parameters of the resulting parent and
daughter cells. This steppable also appends information about the time and type of cell
division to a list attached to each cell. We call this steppable every MCS 3) A steppable,
MitosisDataPrinterSteppable, that prints the cell-division information from the lists
attached to each cell. We call this steppable every 100 MCS. 4) A class, MitosisData,
which MitosisDataPrinterSteppable uses to extract and format the data it prints. 5) A
main Python script to call the steppables and the CellsortMitosis plugin appropriately.
We store the source code for routines 1)-4) in a separate file called
'cellsort_2D_fieldSteppables.py'.
Listing 13 shows the main Python script for the diffusing-field-based cell-growth
simulation.
import sys
from os import environ
from os import getcwd
import string
sys.path.append(environ["PYTHON_MODULE_PATH"])
import CompuCellSetup
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sim,simthread = CompuCellSetup.getCoreSimulationObjects()
# add extra attributes here
pyAttributeAdder,dictAdder=CompuCellSetup.attachListToCells(sim)
CompuCellSetup.initializeSimulationObjects(sim,simthread)
# Definitions of additional Python-managed fields go here
#Add Python steppables here
steppableRegistry=CompuCellSetup.getSteppableRegistry()
from cellsort_2D_fieldSteppables import ConstraintInitializerSteppable
ConstraintInitializerSteppableInstance=ConstraintInitializerSteppable(sim,_frequency=10)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(ConstraintInitializerSteppableInstance)
from cellsort_2D_fieldSteppables import MitosisSteppable
MitosisSteppableInstance=MitosisSteppable(sim,_frequency=1)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(MitosisSteppableInstance)
from cellsort_2D_fieldSteppables import MitosisDataPrinterSteppable
instanceOfMitosisDataPrinterSteppable=MitosisDataPrinterSteppable\
(_simulator=sim,_frequency=100)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(instanceOfMitosisDataPrinterSteppable)
CompuCellSetup.mainLoop(sim,simthread,steppableRegistry)

Listing 13. Main Python script for the diffusing-field-based cell-growth simulation.
Changes to the template code shown in bold. Attaching Python dictionaries or lists to
cells can be accomplished from Twedit++ by calling CC3DPython->CellAttributes->Add
Dictionary to Cells on the main Python script.
As compared to ‘vanilla’ CC3D main Python script Listing 13 contains new line
pyAttributeAdder,listAdder=CompuCellSetup.attachListToCells(sim)

which instructs the CompuCell3D kernel to attach a Python-defined list to each cell when
it creates it. This list serves as a generic container which can store any set of Python
objects and hence any set of generalized-cell properties. In the current simulation, we use
the list to store objects of the class MitosisData, which records the Monte Carlo Step at
which each cell division involving the current cell or its parent, happened, as well as, the
cell index and cell type of the parent and daughter cells. We can also attach Python
dictionary by using:
pyAttributeAdder,listAdder=CompuCellSetup.attachDictionaryToCells(sim)

Since location of this statement is important (you cannot put it just anywhere in the
script) it is best to use Twedit++ by calling CC3DPython->CellAttributes->Add
Dictionary to Cells on the main Python script.
Moving on to the Python modules, we can see that most of the code looks a lot like other
steppable file found in e.g. Listing 10. In addition to steppables, we created one nonsteppable MitosisData used to register mitotic events.
from PySteppables import *
import CompuCell
import sys
from random import random
from PySteppablesExamples import MitosisSteppableBase
class ConstraintInitializerSteppable(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
def start(self):
for cell in self.cellList:
cell.targetVolume=25
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cell.lambdaVolume=2.0
def step(self,mcs):
field=CompuCell.getConcentrationField(self.simulator,"FGF")
comPt=CompuCell.Point3D()
for cell in self.cellList:
if cell.type==self.CONDENSING: #Condensing cell
comPt.x=int(round(cell.xCOM))
comPt.y=int(round(cell.yCOM))
comPt.z=int(round(cell.zCOM))
concentration=field.get(comPt) # get concentration at comPt
cell.targetVolume+=0.1*concentration # increase cell's target volume
#MItosis data has to have base class "object" otherwise if cell will be deleted CC3D may
crash due to improper garbage collection
class MitosisData(object):
def __init__(self, _MCS=-1, _parentId=-1, _parentType=-1,\
_offspringId=-1, _offspringType=-1):
self.MCS=_MCS
self.parentId=_parentId
self.parentType=_parentType
self.offspringId=_offspringId
self.offspringType=_offspringType
def __str__(self):
return "Mitosis time="+str(self.MCS)+" parentId="+str(self.parentId)+"\
offspringId="+str(self.offspringId)

class MitosisSteppable(MitosisSteppableBase):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
MitosisSteppableBase.__init__(self,_simulator, _frequency)
def step(self,mcs):
cells_to_divide=[]
for cell in self.cellList:
if cell.volume>50:
cells_to_divide.append(cell)
for cell in cells_to_divide:
self.divideCellRandomOrientation(cell)
def updateAttributes(self):
parentCell=self.mitosisSteppable.parentCell
childCell=self.mitosisSteppable.childCell
parentCell.targetVolume/=2.0
childCell.targetVolume=parentCell.targetVolume
childCell.lambdaVolume=parentCell.lambdaVolume
if random()<0.5:
childCell.type=parentCell.type
else:
childCell.type=self.DIFFERENTIATEDCONDENSING
#get a reference to lists storing Mitosis data
parentCellList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(parentCell)
childCellList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(childCell)
##will record mitosis data in parent and offspring cells
mcs=self.simulator.getStep()
mitData=\
MitosisData(mcs,parentCell.id,parentCell.type,childCell.id,childCell.type)
parentCellList.append(mitData)
childCellList.append(mitData)

class MitosisDataPrinterSteppable(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=10):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
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def step(self,mcs):
for cell in self.cellList:
mitDataList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(cell)
if len(mitDataList) > 0:
print "MITOSIS DATA FOR CELL ID",cell.id
for mitData in mitDataList:
print mitData

Listing 14. Python steppable code stored in ‘cellsort_2D_fieldSteppables.py’ for the
diffusing-field-based cell-growth simulation.
Let us first consider ConstraintInitializerSteppable.The start(self) function
executes only once, at the beginning of the simulation. It iterates over each cell and
assigns the initial cells’ targetVolume ( Vt (σ ) = 25 pixels) and lambdaVolume (
λvol (σ ) = 2.0 ) parameters as the VolumeLocalFlex plugin requires.
The first line of the step(self, mcs) function extracts a reference to the FGF
concentration field defined using the DiffusionSolverFE steppable in the CC3DML file
(each field created in a CompuCell3D simulation is registered and accessible by both
C++ and Python). The function then iterates over every cell in the simulation. If a cell is
of cell.type equal to self.CONDENSING, we calculate its centroid, round it to nearest
integers:
comPt.x=int(round(cell.xCOM))
comPt.y=int(round(cell.yCOM))
comPt.z=int(round(cell.zCOM))

and retrieve the FGF concentration at that point:
concentration=field.get(comPt)

We then increase the target volume of the cell by 0.01 times that concentration:
cell.targetVolume+=0.01*concentration

We must include the CenterOfMass plugin in the CC3DML code. Otherwise the centroid
(cell.xCOM, cell.yCOM, cell.zCOM) will have the default value (0,0,0). By default
Twedit++ includes CenterOfMass plugin in the autogenerated code.
The MitosisSteppable divides the mitotic cell into two cells and adjusts both cells'
attributes. It also initializes and appends MitosisData objects to the original cell's
(self.parentCell) and daughter cell's (self.childCell) attribute lists.
MitosisSteppable inherits the content of the MitosisSteppableBase class.
MitosisSteppableBase contains several convenience functions associated with

Mitosis

even (many of those functions are implemented in C++) and also inherits
SteppableBase providing many convenient features of this class. At each MCS (or with
user specified frequency) we scan cells and decide which cells are to undergo mitosis:
def step(self,mcs):
cells_to_divide=[]
for cell in self.cellList:
if cell.volume>50:
cells_to_divide.append(cell)
for cell in cells_to_divide:
self.divideCellRandomOrientation(cell)
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if a cell has volume greater than 50 we attach this cell to the list of cells to be divided
(cells_to_divide). Subsequentyl we walk over all the cells stored in cells_to_divide
and split them into two cells. Each function from Mitosis Steppable which divides cells
calls (immediately after the division takes place) updateAttributes(self)function.
Therefore we also need to reimplement the function updateAttributes(self), to
define the post-division cells’ parameters. The objects self.childCell and
self.parentCell that appear in the function are initialized and managed by
MitosisPyPluginBase. In the current simulation, after division we set Vt for the parent
and daughter cells to half of the Vt of the parent just prior to cell division. λvol. is left
unchanged for the parent cell and the same value is assigned to the daughter cell:
self.parentCell.targetVolume=self.parentCell.volume/2.0
self.childCell.targetVolume=self.parentCell.targetVolume
self.childCell.lambdaVolume=self.parentCell.lambdaVolume

The cell type of one of the two daughter cells (childCell) is randomly chosen to be
either Condensing (i.e., the same as the parent type) or DifferentiatedCondensing:
if random()<0.5:
childCell.type=parentCell.type
else:
childCell.type=self.DIFFERENTIATEDCONDENSING

Note that we also have to import random() function from random module to ensure that
Python finds it:
from random import random

The parent cell remains Condensing. We now add a description of this cell division to
the lists attached to each cell. First we collect the data in a list called mitData:
mcs=self.simulator.getStep()
mitData=MitosisData(mcs,self.parentCell.id,self.parentCell.type,\
self.childCell.id,self.childCell.type)

then we access the lists attached to the two cells:
parentCellList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(self.parentCell)
childCellList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(self.childCell)

and append the new mitosis data to these lists:
parentCellList.append(mitData)
childCellList.append(mitData)

The MitosisData class, which stores the data on the cell division that we append to the
cells’ attribute lists after each cell division. In the constructor of MitosisData, we read in
the time (in MCS) of the division, along with the parent and daughter cell indices and
types. The __str__(self) convenience function returns an ASCII string representation
of the time and cell indices only, to allow the Python print command to print out this
information.
The MitosisDataPrinterSteppable steppable prints the mitosis data to the user's
screen and is shown here mainly to demonstrate that certain plugins inCC3D do not
always have to adjust cell parameters – they can access then, print them to the screen or
even do something which has little to do with simulation itself (e.g. output file for post
processing). To autogenerate steppable for the existing simulation we use Twedit++
CC3D project manager as shown on Figure 23.
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Figure 23 To autogenerate steppable using Twedit++, right-click on steppable file in the
CC3D Project Manager panel and choose Add Steppable… menu optioin which pops-up
a simple dialog window.
Within the step(self,mcs) function of the MitosisDataPrinterSteppable, we iterate
over each cell and access the Python list attached to the cell
(mitDataList=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(cell)). If a given cell has undergone mitosis,
then the list will have entries, and thus a nonzero length. If so, we print the MitosisData
objects stored in the list:
if len(mitDataList) > 0:
print "MITOSIS DATA FOR CELL ID",cell.id
for mitData in mitDataList:
print mitData

Figure 24 and Figure 25 show snapshots of the diffusing-field-based cell-growth
simulation. Figure 26 shows a sample screen output of the cell-division history.

t=200 MCS

t=600 MCS

t=1200 MCS

t=1800 MCS

Figure 24. Snapshots of the diffusing-field-based cell-growth simulation obtained by
running the CC3DML file in Listing 12 in conjunction with the Python file in Listing 13.
As the simulation progresses, NonCondensing cells (light gray) secrete diffusing
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chemical, FGF, which causes Condensing (dark gray) cells to proliferate. Some
Condensing cells differentiate to CondensingDifferentiated (white) cells.

t=200 MCS

t=1200 MCS

t=600 MCS

t=1800 MCS

Figure 25. Snapshots of FGF concentration in the diffusing-field-based cell-growth
simulation obtained by running the CC3DML file in Listing 12 in conjunction with the
Python files in Listing 13, Listing 14. The bars at the bottom of the field images show the
concentration scales (blue, low concentration; red, high concentration).

Figure 26. Sample output from the MitosisDataPrinterSteppable steppable in Listing 14
The diffusing-field-based cell-growth simulation includes concepts that extend easily to
simulate biological phenomena that involve diffusants, cell growth and mitosis, e.g.,
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limb-bud development (58, 59), tumor growth (5-9) and Drosophila imaginal-disc
development.

6.5 Three-Dimensional Vascular Tumor Growth Model
The development of a primary solid tumor starts from a single cell that proliferates in an
inappropriate manner, dividing repeatedly to form a cluster of tumor cells. Nutrient and
waste diffusion limits the diameter of such avascular tumor spheroids to about 1 mm.
The central region of the growing spheroid becomes necrotic, with a surrounding layer of
cells whose hypoxia triggers VEGF-mediated signaling events that initiate tumor
neovascularization by promoting growth and extension (neoangiogenesis) of nearby
blood vessels. Vascularized tumors are able to grow much larger than avascular spheroids
and are more likely to metastasize.
Here, we present a simplified 3D model of a generic vascular tumor which can be easily
extended to describe specific vascular tumor types and host tissues. We begin with a
cluster of proliferating tumor cells, P, and normal vasculature. Initially, tumor cells
proliferate as they take up diffusing glucose from the field, GLU, which the pre-existing
vasculature supplies (in this model we neglect possible changes in concentration along
the blood vessels in the direction of flow and set the secretion parameters uniform over
all blood-vessel surfaces). We assume that the tumor cells (both in the initial cluster and
later) are always hypoxic and secrete a long-diffusing isoform of VEGF-A, L_VEGF.
When GLU drops below a threshold, tumor cells become necrotic, gradually shrink and
finally disappear. The initial tumor cluster grows and reaches a maximum diameter
characteristic of an avascular tumor spheroid. To reduce execution time in our
demonstration, we choose our model parameters so that the maximum spheroid diameter
will be about 10 times smaller than in experiment. A few pre-selected neovascular
endothelial cells, NV, in the pre-existing vasculature respond both by chemotaxing
towards higher concentrations of pro-angiogenic factors and by forming new blood
vessels via neoangiogenesis. The tumor-induced vasculature increases the growth rate of
the resulting vascularized solid tumor compared to an avascular tumor, allowing the
tumor to grow beyond the spheroid’s maximum diameter. Despite our rescaling of the
tumor size, the model produces a range of biologically reasonable morphologies that
allow study of how tumor-induced angiogenesis affects the growth rate, size and
morphology of tumors.
We use the basic angiogenesis simulation from the previous section to simulate both preexisting vasculature and tumor-induced angiogenesis, adding a set of finite-element links
between the endothelial cells to model the strong junctions that form between endothelial
cells in vivo. We denote the short-diffusing isoform of VEGF-A, S_VEGF. Both
endothelial cells and neovascular endothelial cells chemotax up gradients of S_VEGF, but
only neovascular endothelial cells chemotax up gradients of L_VEGF.
In the Simulation Wizard we name the model TumorVascularization, set the cell- and
field-lattice dimensions to 50×50×80, the membrane fluctuation amplitude to 20, the
pixel-copy range to 3, number of MCS to 10000 and choose UniformInitializer to
produce the initial tumor and vascular cells, since it automatically creates a mixture of the
cell types. We specify four cell types: P: proliferating tumor cells, N: necrotic cells, EC:
endothelial cells and NV: neovascular endothelial cells.
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On the Chemical Fields page we create the S_VEGF and L_VEGF fields and select
FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE for both from the Solver pull-down list. We also check
Enable multiple calls of PDE solvers to work around the numerical instabilities
of the PDE solvers for large diffusion constants.

Figure 27 Specification of vascular tumor chemical fields in Simulation Wizard.
On the Cell Behavior and Properties page we select both the Contact and
FocalPointPlasticity modules from the Adhesion group, and add Chemotaxis,
Growth and Mitosis, Volume Constraint and Global Connectivity by checking the
appropriate boxes. We also track the Center-of-Mass (to access field concentrations)
and Cell Neighbors (to implement contact-inhibited growth). Unlike in our
angiogenesis simulation, we will implement secretion as a part of the
FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE syntax.

Figure 28 Specification of vascular tumor cell behaviors in Simulation Wizard.
In the Chemotaxis page, for each cell-type/chemical-field pair we click the Add Entry
button to add the relevant chemotaxis information, e.g. we select S_VEGF from the Field
pull-down list and EC and NV from the cell-type list and set Lambda to 5000. To enable
contact inhibition of EC and NV chemotaxis we select Medium from the pull-down menu
next to the Chemotax Towards button and click the button to add Medium to the list. We
repeat this process for the T and N cell types, so that NV cells chemotax up gradients of
L_VEGF. We then proceed to the final Simulation Wizard page.
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Figure 29 Specification of vascular tumor chemotaxis properties in Simulation Wizard.
Twedit++ generates 3 simulation files – a CC3DML file specifying the energy terms,
diffusion solvers and initial cell layout, a main Python file which loads the CC3DMLfile,
sets up the CompuCell environment and executes the Python steppables and a Python
steppables file. The main Python file is typically constructed by modifying the standard
template in Listing 15. Lines 1-12 set up the CC3D simulation environment and load the
simulation. Lines 14-20 create instances of two steppables – MitosisSteppable and
VolumeParamSteppable – and register them with the CC3D kernel. Line 22 starts the
main CC3D loop, which executes Monte Carlo Steps and periodically calls the
steppables.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

import sys
from os import environ
import string
sys.path.append(environ["PYTHON_MODULE_PATH"])
import CompuCellSetup
sim,simthread = CompuCellSetup.getCoreSimulationObjects()
CompuCellSetup.initializeSimulationObjects(sim,simthread)
import CompuCell
from PySteppables import SteppableRegistry
steppableRegistry=SteppableRegistry()
from VascularTumorSteppables import MitosisSteppable
mitosisSteppable=MitosisSteppable(sim,1)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(mitosisSteppable)
from VascularTumorSteppables import VolumeParamSteppable
volumeParamSteppable=VolumeParamSteppable(sim,1)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(volumeParamSteppable)
CompuCellSetup.mainLoop(sim,simthread,steppableRegistry)

Listing 15 The Main Python script initializes the vascular tumor simulation and runs the
main simulation loop.
Next, we edit the draft autogenerated simulation CC3DML file in Listing 16.
01
02
03
04
05
06

<CompuCell3D>
<Potts>
<Dimensions x="50" y="50" z="80"/>
<Steps>100000</Steps>
<Temperature>20</Temperature>
<Boundary_x>Periodic</Boundary_x>
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07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68

<Boundary_y>Periodic</Boundary_y>
<Boundary_z>Periodic</Boundary_z>
<RandomSeed>313</RandomSeed>
<NeighborOrder>3</NeighborOrder>
</Potts>
<Plugin Name="CellType">
<CellType TypeName="Medium" TypeId="0"/>
<CellType TypeName="P" TypeId="1"/>
<CellType TypeName="N" TypeId="2"/>
<CellType TypeName="EC" TypeId="3"/>
<CellType TypeName="NV" TypeId="4"/>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="Chemotaxis">
<ChemicalField Source="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE" Name="S_VEGF">
<ChemotaxisByType Type="NV" Lambda="5000" ChemotactTowards="Medium,P,N"/>
</ChemicalField>
<ChemicalField Source="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE" Name="L_VEGF">
<ChemotaxisByType Type="NV" Lambda="1000"
ChemotactTowards="Medium,P,N" SaturationCoef="0.05"/>
</ChemicalField>
<ChemicalField Source="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE" Name="S_VEGF">
<ChemotaxisByType Type="EC" Lambda="5000" ChemotactTowards="Medium,P,N"/>
</ChemicalField>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="CenterOfMass"/>
<Plugin Name="NeighborTracker"/>
<Plugin Name="Contact">
<Energy Type1="Medium" Type2="Medium">0</Energy>
<Energy Type1="P" Type2="Medium">10</Energy>
<Energy Type1="P" Type2="P">8</Energy>
<Energy Type1="N" Type2="Medium">15</Energy>
<Energy Type1="N" Type2="P">8</Energy>
<Energy Type1="N" Type2="N">3</Energy>
<Energy Type1="EC" Type2="Medium">12</Energy>
<Energy Type1="EC" Type2="P">30</Energy>
<Energy Type1="EC" Type2="N">30</Energy>
<Energy Type1="EC" Type2="EC">5</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NV" Type2="Medium">12</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NV" Type2="P">30</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NV" Type2="N">30</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NV" Type2="EC">5</Energy>
<Energy Type1="NV" Type2="NV">5</Energy>
<NeighborOrder>4</NeighborOrder>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="VolumeLocalFlex"/>
<Plugin Name="FocalPointPlasticity">
<Parameters Type1="EC" Type2="NV">
<Lambda>50.0</Lambda>
<ActivationEnergy>-100.0</ActivationEnergy>
<TargetDistance>5.0</TargetDistance>
<MaxDistance>15.0</MaxDistance>
<MaxNumberOfJunctions>2</MaxNumberOfJunctions>
</Parameters>
<Parameters Type1="EC" Type2="EC">
<Lambda>400.0</Lambda>
<ActivationEnergy>-100.0</ActivationEnergy>
<TargetDistance>5.0</TargetDistance>
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69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

<MaxDistance>15.0</MaxDistance>
<MaxNumberOfJunctions>3</MaxNumberOfJunctions>
</Parameters>
<Parameters Type1="NV" Type2="NV">
<Lambda>20.0</Lambda>
<ActivationEnergy>-100.0</ActivationEnergy>
<TargetDistance>5.0</TargetDistance>
<MaxDistance>10.0</MaxDistance>
<MaxNumberOfJunctions>2</MaxNumberOfJunctions>
</Parameters>
<NeighborOrder>1</NeighborOrder>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="ConnectivityGlobal">
<Penalty Type="NV">10000</Penalty>
<Penalty Type="EC">10000</Penalty>
</Plugin>
<Plugin Name="PDESolverCaller">
<CallPDE PDESolverName="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE" ExtraTimesPerMC="9"/>
</Plugin>
<Steppable Type="FlexibleDiffusionSolverFE">
<!--endothelial-derived short diffusing VEGF isoform-->
<DiffusionField>
<DiffusionData>
<FieldName>S_VEGF</FieldName>
<ConcentrationFileName></ConcentrationFileName>
<DiffusionConstant>0.016</DiffusionConstant>
<DecayConstant>0.0016</DecayConstant>
<DoNotDecayIn>EC</DoNotDecayIn>
<DoNotDecayIn>NV</DoNotDecayIn>
</DiffusionData>
<SecretionData>
<Secretion Type="NV">0.0013</Secretion>
<Secretion Type="EC">0.0013</Secretion>
</SecretionData>
</DiffusionField>
<!--tumor-derived long diffusing VEGF isoform-->
<DiffusionField>
<DiffusionData>
<FieldName>L_VEGF</FieldName>
<DiffusionConstant>0.16</DiffusionConstant>
<DecayConstant>0.0016</DecayConstant>
</DiffusionData>
<SecretionData>
<Secretion Type="P">0.001</Secretion>
<Uptake Type="NV" MaxUptake="0.05" RelativeUptakeRate="0.5"/>
<Uptake Type="EC" MaxUptake="0.05" RelativeUptakeRate="0.5"/>
</SecretionData>
</DiffusionField>
<DiffusionField>
<DiffusionData>
<FieldName>GLU</FieldName>
<ConcentrationFileName>GLU_300.dat</ConcentrationFileName>
<DiffusionConstant>0.16</DiffusionConstant>
</DiffusionData>
<SecretionData>
<Secretion Type="NV">0.4</Secretion>
<Secretion Type="EC">0.8</Secretion>
<Uptake Type="Medium" MaxUptake="0.0064" RelativeUptakeRate="0.1"/>
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132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172

<Uptake Type="P" MaxUptake="0.1" RelativeUptakeRate="0.1"/>
</SecretionData>
</DiffusionField>
</Steppable>
<Steppable Type="UniformInitializer">
<Region>
<BoxMin x="0" y="24" z="16"/>
<BoxMax x="50" y="28" z="20"/>
<Width>4</Width>
<Types>EC</Types>
</Region>
<Region>
<BoxMin y="0" x="24" z="16"/>
<BoxMax y="50" x="28" z="20"/>
<Width>4</Width>
<Types>EC</Types>
</Region>
<Region>
<BoxMin x="10" y="24" z="16"/>
<BoxMax x="50" y="28" z="20"/>
<Width>4</Width>
<Gap>25</Gap>
<Types>NV</Types>
</Region>
<Region>
<BoxMin y="8" x="24" z="16"/>
<BoxMax y="50" x="28" z="20"/>
<Width>4</Width>
<Gap>25</Gap>
<Types>NV</Types>
</Region>
<Region>
<BoxMin x="26" y="26" z="40"/>
<BoxMax x="34" y="34" z="48"/>
<Width>2</Width>
<Types>P</Types>
</Region>
</Steppable>
</CompuCell3D>

Listing 16 CC3DML specification of the vascular tumor model’s initial cell layout, PDE
solvers and key cellular behaviors.
In Listing 16, in the Contact plugin (lines 36-53), we set JMM=0, JEM=12 and JEE=5 (M:
Medium, E: EC) and the NeighborOrder to 4. The FocalPointPlasticity plugin (lines
57-80) represents adhesion junctions by mechanically connecting the centers-of-mass of
cells using a breakable linear spring (see (104)). EC-EC links are stronger than EC-NV links,
which are, in turn, stronger than NV-NV links (see the CC3D manual for details). Since, the
Simulation Wizard creates code to implement links between all cell-type pairs in the
model, we must delete most of them, keeping only the links between EC-EC, EC-NV and
NV-NV cell types.
We assume that L_VEGF diffuses 10 times faster than S_VEGF, so DL_VEGF =0.42 µm2/sec
(1.6 voxel2/MCS). This large diffusion constant would make the diffusion solver
unstable. Therefore in the CC3DML file (Listing 16, lines 108-114), we set the values of
the <DiffusionConstant> and <DecayConstant> tags of the L_VEGF field to 0.16 and
0.0016 respectively and use 9 extra calls per MCS to achieve a diffusion constant
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equivalent to 1.6 (lines 87-89). We instruct P cells to secrete (line 116) into the L_VEGF
field at a rate of 0.001 (3.85 pg (cell h)-1=0.001 pg (voxel MCS)-1). Both EC and NV
absorb L_VEGF. To simulate this uptake, we use the <SecretionData> tag pair (lines
117-118).
Since the same diffusion solver will be called 10 times per MCS to solve S_VEGF, we
must reduce the diffusion constant of S_VEGF by a factor of 10, setting the
<DiffusionConstant> and <DecayConstant> tags of S_VEGF field to 0.016 and 0.0016
respectively. To prevent S_VEGF decay inside EC and NV cells we add
<DoNotDecayIn>EC</DoNotDecayIn> and <DoNotDecayIn>NV</DoNotDecayIn> inside
the <DiffusionData> tag pair (lines 99-100). We define S_VEGF to be secreted (lines
102-105) by both the EC and NV cells types at a rate of 0.013 per voxel per MCS (50 pg
(cell h)-1 = 0.013 pg (voxel MCS)-1, compare to Leith and Michelson 1995).
The experimental glucose diffusion constant is about 600 µm2/sec. We convert the
glucose diffusion constant by multiplying by appropriate spatial and temporal conversion
factors: 600 µm2/sec×(voxel/4 µm)2×(60 sec/MCS)=2250 voxel2/MCS. To keep our
simulation times short for the example we use a simulated glucose diffusion constant
1500 smaller, resulting in much steeper glucose gradients and smaller maximum tumor
diameters. We could use the steady-state diffusion solver for the glucose field to be more
realistic.
Experimental GLU uptake by P cells is ~ 0.3 µmol/g/min. We assume that stromal cells
(represented here without individual cell boundaries by Medium) take up GLU at a slower
8
rate of 0.1 µmol/g/min. A gram of tumor tissue has about 10 tumor cells, so the glucose
uptake per tumor cell is 0.003 pmol/MCS/cell or about 0.1 fmol/MCS/voxel. We assume
that (at homeostasis) the pre-existing vasculature supplies all the required GLU to Medium,
which has a total mass of 1.28×10-5 grams and consumes GLU at a rate of 0.1
fmol/MCS/voxel, so the total GLU uptake (in the absence of a tumor) is 1.28 pmol/MCS.
For this glucose to be supplied by 24 EC cells, their GLU secretion rate must be 0.8
fmol/MCS/voxel. We distribute the total GLU uptake (in the absence of a tumor) over all
the Medium voxels, so the uptake rate is ~ 1.28 pmol/MCS/(~20000 Medium
voxels)=6.4×10-3 fmol/MCS/voxel.
We specify the uptake of GLU by Medium and P cells in lines 131-132 and instruct NV and
-1
EC cells to secrete GLU at the rate 0.4 and 0.8 pg (voxel MCS) respectively (lines 129130)
We use UniformInitializer (lines 137-170) to initialize the tumor-cell cluster and two
crossing vascular cords. We also add two NV cells to each vascular cord, 25 pixels apart.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13

from PySteppables import *
from PySteppablesExamples import MitosisSteppableBase
import CompuCell
import sys
from random import uniform
import math
class VolumeParamSteppable(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self, _simulator,_frequency)
self.fieldL_VEGF = CompuCell.getConcentrationField('L_VEGF')
self.fieldGLU = CompuCell.getConcentrationField('GLU')
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

def start(self):
for cell in self.cellList:
if (cell.type>=3):
cell.targetVolume=64.0+10.0
cell.lambdaVolume=20.0
else:
cell.targetVolume=32.0
cell.lambdaVolume=20.0
def step(self,mcs):
pt=CompuCell.Point3D()
for cell in self.cellList:
if (cell.type==4): #Neovascular cells (NV)
totalArea=0
pt.x=int(round(cell.xCOM))
pt.y=int(round(cell.yCOM))
pt.z=int(round(cell.zCOM))
VEGFconc=self.fieldL_VEGF.get(pt)
cellNeighborList=self.getNeighborList(cell)
for nsd in cellNeighborList:
if (nsd.neighborAddress and nsd.neighborAddress.type>=3):
totalArea+=nsd.commonSurfaceArea
if (totalArea<45):
cell.targetVolume+=2.0*VEGFconc/(0.01+VEGFconc)
if (cell.type==1): #Proliferating Cells
pt.x=int(round(cell.xCOM))
pt.y=int(round(cell.yCOM))
pt.z=int(round(cell.zCOM))
gluConc=self.fieldGLU.get(pt)
#Proliferating Cells become Necrotic when gluConc is low
if (gluConc<0.001 and mcs>1000):
cell.type=2
else:
cell.targetVolume+=0.022*gluConc/(0.05+gluConc)
if cell.type==2: #Necrotic Cells
cell.targetVolume-=0.1
if cell.targetVolume<0.0:
cell.targetVolume=0.0

class MitosisSteppable(MitosisSteppableBase):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
MitosisSteppableBase.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
def step(self,mcs):
cells_to_divide=[]
for cell in self.cellList:
if (cell.type==1 and cell.volume>64):
cells_to_divide.append(cell)
if (cell.type==4 and cell.volume>128):
cells_to_divide.append(cell)
for cell in cells_to_divide:
self.divideCellRandomOrientation(cell)
def updateAttributes(self):
parentCell=self.mitosisSteppable.parentCell
childCell=self.mitosisSteppable.childCell
parentCell.targetVolume=parentCell.targetVolume/2
parentCell.lambdaVolume=parentCell.lambdaVolume
childCell.type=parentCell.type
childCell.targetVolume=parentCell.targetVolume
childCell.lambdaVolume=parentCell.lambdaVolume
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Listing 17 Vascular tumor model Python steppables. The VolumeParametersSteppable
adjusts the properties of the cells in response to simulation events and the
MitosisSteppable implements cell division.
In the Python Steppable script in Listing 17, we set the initial target volume of both EC
and NV cells to 74 (64+10) voxels and the initial target volume of tumor cells to 32
voxels (lines 14-21). All λvol are 20.0.
To model tumor cell growth, we increase the tumor cells’ target volumes (lines 38-47)
according to:


GmaxGLU ( x )
dVt (tumor)
=
,

dt
GLU ( x ) + GLU 0

(14)


where GLU ( x ) is the GLU concentration at the cell’s center-of-mass of and GLU 0 is the
concentration at which the growth rate is half its maximum. We assume that the fastest
cell cycle time is 24 hours, so Gmax is 32 voxels/24 hours = 0.022 voxel/MCS.
To account for contact-inhibited growth of NV cells, when their common surface area
with other EC and NV cells is less than a threshold, we increase their target volume
according to:


Gmax L _ VEGF ( x )
dVt (NV)
=
,

dt
L _ VEGF ( x ) + L _ VEGF0

(15)


where L _ VEGF ( x ) is the concentration of L_VEGF at the cell’s center-of-mass,

L _ VEGF0 is the concentration at which the growth rate is half its maximum and Gmax is
the maximum growth rate for NV cells. We calculate the common surface area between
each NV cell and its neighboring NV or EC cells in lines 32-35. If the common surface area
is smaller than 45, then we increase its target volume (lines 36-37). When the volume of
NV and P cells reaches a doubling volume (here, twice their initial target volumes), we
divide them along a random axis, as shown in the MitosisSteppable (Listing 17, lines 5475).
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Figure 30 3D snapshots of the vascular tumor simulation taken at: A) 0 MCS , B) 500
MCS, C) 2000 MCS and D) 5000 MCS. Red and Yellow cells represent endothelial cells
and neovascular endothelial cells, respectively.
With this simple model we can easily explore the effects of changes in cell adhesion,
nutrient availability, cell motility, sensitivity to starvation or dosing with
chemotherapeutics or antiangiogenics on the growth and morphology of the simulated
tumor.

6.6 Subcellular Simulations Using BionetSolver
While our vascular tumor model showed how to change cell-level parameters like target
volume, we have not yet linked macroscopic cell behaviors to intracellular molecular
concentrations. Signaling, regulatory and metabolic pathways all steer the behaviors of
biological cells by modulating their biochemical machinery. CC3D allows us to add and
solve subcellular reaction-kinetic pathway models inside each generalized cell, specified
using the SBML format (105), and to use such models (e.g. of their levels of gene
expression) to control cell-level behaviors like adhesion or growth.
We can use the same SBML framework to implement classic physics-based
pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models of supercellular chemical flows between organs or
tissues. The ability to explicitly model such subcellular and supercellular pathways adds
greatly to the range of hypotheses CC3D models can represent and test. In addition, the
original formulation of SBML primarily focused on the behaviors of biochemical
networks within a single cell, while real signaling networks often involve the coupling of
networks between cells. BionetSolver supports such coupling, allowing exploration of the
very complex feedback resulting from intercell interactions linking intracellular networks
in an environment where the couplings change continuously due to cell growth, cell
movement and changes in cell properties.
As an example of such interaction between signaling networks and cell behaviors, we
will develop a multicellular implementation of Delta-Notch mutual inhibitory coupling.
In this juxtacrine signaling process, a cell’s level of membrane-bound Delta depends on
its intracellular level of activated Notch, which in turn depends on the average level of
membrane-bound Delta of its neighbors. In such a situation, the Delta-Notch dynamics of
the cells in a tissue sheet will depend on the rate of cell rearrangement and the
fluctuations it induces. While the example does not explore the richness due to the
coupling of subcellular networks with intercellular networks and cell behaviors, it already
shows how different such behaviors can be from those of their non-spatial
simplifications. We begin with the Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE) Delta-Notch
patterning model of Collier (106) in which juxtacrine signaling controls the internal
levels of the cells’ Delta and Notch proteins. The base model neglects the complexity of
the interaction due to changing spatial relationships in a real tissue:

1
dD


= v ⋅
− D,
h
dt

1 + b ⋅ N

(16)

dN
Dk
=
−N,
dt
a+ Dk

(17)
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where D and N are the concentrations of activated Delta and Notch proteins inside a
cell, D is the average concentration of activated Delta protein at the surface of the cell’s
neighbors, a and b are saturation constants, h and k are Hill coefficients, and v is a
constant that gives the relative lifetimes of Delta and Notch proteins.

Figure 31 Diagram of Delta-Notch feedback regulation between and within cells.
Notch activity increases with the levels of Delta in neighboring cells, while Delta activity
decreases with increasing Notch activity inside a cell (Figure 31). When the parameters in
the ODE model are chosen correctly, each cell assumes one of two exclusive states: a
primary fate, in which the cell has a high level of Delta and a low level of Notch activity,
and a secondary fate, in which the cell has a low level of Delta and a high level of Notch.
To build this model in CC3D, we assign a separate copy of the ODE model (eqs. (16) and
(17)) to each cell and allow each cell to see the Delta concentrations of its neighbors. We
use CC3D’s BionetSolver library to manage and solve the ODEs, which are stored using
the SBML standard.
The three files that specify the Delta-Notch model are included in the CompuCell3D
installation and can be found at <CC3D-installationdir>/DemosBionetSolver/DeltaNotch: the main Python file (DeltaNotch.py) sets the
parameters and initial conditions; the Python steppable file (DeltaNotch_Step.py) calls
the subcellular models; and the SBML file (DN_Collier.sbml) contains the description of
the ODE model. The first two files can be generated and edited using Twedit++, the last
can be generated and edited using an SBML editor like Jarnac or JDesigner (both are
open source). Listing 9 shows the SBML file viewed using Jarnac (www.sys-bio.org).
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

p = defn cell
vol compartment;
var D, N;
ext Davg, X;
$X -> N; pow(Davg,k)/(a+pow(Davg,k))-N;
$X -> D; v*(1/(1+b*pow(N,h))-D);
end;
p.compartment = 1;
p.Davg = 0.4;
p.X = 0;
p.D = 0.5;
p.N = 0.5;
p.k = 2;
p.a = 0.01;
p.v = 1;
p.b = 100;
p.h = 2;
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Listing 18 Jarnac specification of the Delta-Notch coupling model in Figure 31.
The main Python file (DeltaNotch.py) includes lines to define a steppable class
(DeltaNotchClass) to include the ODE model and its interactions with the CC3D
generalized cells (Listing 19).
01
02
03

from DeltaNotch_Step import DeltaNotchClass
deltaNotchClass=DeltaNotchClass(_simulator=sim,_frequency=1)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(deltaNotchClass)

Listing 19 Registering DeltaNotchClass in the main Python script, DeltaNotch.py in
the Delta-Notch model.
The Python steppable file (Listing 20, DeltaNotch_Step.py) imports the BionetSolver
library (line 1), then defines the class and initializes the solver inside it (lines 2-5).
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

import bionetAPI
class DeltaNotchClass(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
bionetAPI.initializeBionetworkManager(self.simulator)
def start(self):
#Loading model
Name = "DeltaNotch"
Key = "DN"
Path = os.getcwd()+"\DemosBionetSolver\DeltaNotch\DN_Collier.sbml"
IntegrationStep = 0.2
bionetAPI.loadSBMLModel(Name, Path, Key, IntegrationStep)
bionetAPI.addSBMLModelToTemplateLibrary(sbmlModelName,"TypeA")
bionetAPI.initializeBionetworks()
import random
for cell in self.cellList:
D = random.uniform(0.9,1.0)
N = random.uniform(0.9,1.0)
bionetAPI.setBionetworkValue("DN_D",D,cell.id)
bionetAPI.setBionetworkValue("DN_N",N,cell.id)
cellDict=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(cell)
cellDict["D"]=D
cellDict["N"]=N

Listing 20 Implementation of the __init__ and start functions of the
DeltaNotchClass in the Delta-Notch model.
The first lines in the start function (Listing 20, lines 9-12) specify the name of the
model, its nickname (for easier reference), the path to the location where the SBML
model is stored, and the time-step of the ODE integrator, which fixes the relation between
MCS and the time units of the ODE model (here, 1 MCS corresponds to 0.2 ODE model
time units). In line 13 we use the defined names, path and time-step parameter to load the
SBML model.
Listing 11, line 15 associates the subcellular model with the CC3D cells, creating an
instance of the ODE solver (described by the SBML model) for each cell of type TypeA.
Line 16 initializes the loaded subcellular models.
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To set the initial levels of Delta (D) and Notch (N) in each cell, we visit all cells and
assign random initial concentrations between 0.9 and 1.0 (Listing 20, lines 18-26). Line
18 imports the intrinsic Python random number generator. Lines 23-24 pass these values
to the subcellular models in each cell. The first argument specifies the ODE model
parameter to change with a string containing the nickname of the model, here DN,
followed by an underscore and the name of the parameter as defined in the SBML file.
The second argument specifies the value to assign to the parameter, and the last argument
specifies the cell id. For visualization, we store the values of D and N in a dictionary
attached to each cell (lines 25-26).

Figure 32 Initial Notch (left) and Delta (right) concentrations in the Delta-Notch model.
Listing 21 defines a step function of the class, which is called every MCS, to read the
Delta concentrations of each cell’s neighbors to determine the value of D (the average
Delta concentration around the cell). The first three lines in listing 12 iterate over all
cells. Inside the loop, we first set the variables D and nn to zero. They will store the total
Delta concentration of the cell’s neighbors and the number of neighbors, respectively.
Next we get a list of the cell’s neighbors and iterate over them. Line 9 reads the Delta
concentration of each neighbor (the first argument is the name of the parameter and the
second is the id of the neighboring cell) summing the total Delta and counting the number
of neighbors. Note the += syntax (e.g., nn+=1 is equivalent to nn=nn+1). Lines 3
and 7 skip Medium (Medium has a value 0, so if (Medium) is false).
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

def step(self,mcs):
for cell in self.cellList:
if cell:
D=0.0; nn=0
cellNeighborList=self.getCellNeighbors(cell)
for nsd in cellNeighborList:
if nsd:
nn+=1
D+=bionetAPI.getBionetworkValue("DN_D",nsd.neighborAddress.id)
if (nn>0):
D=D/nn
bionetAPI.setBionetworkValue("DN_Davg",D,cell.id)
cellDict=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(cell)
cellDict["D"]=D
cellDict["N"]=bionetAPI.getBionetworkValue("DN_N",cell.id)
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16

bionetAPI.timestepBionetworks()

Listing 21 Implementation of a step function to calculate D in the DeltaNotchClass
in the Delta-Notch model.

After looping over the cell’s neighbors, we set its new value of the variable D , which in
the SBML code has the name Davg, to the average neighboring Delta (D) concentration,
ensuing that the denominator, nn, is not zero (Listing 21, lines 10-12).
The remaining lines (Listing 21, lines 13-15) access the cell dictionary and store the
cell’s current Delta and Notch concentrations. Line 16 then calls BionetSolver and tell it
to integrate the ODE model with the new parameters for one integration step (0.2 time
units in this case).
Figure 33 shows a typical cell configurations and states for the simulation. The random
initial values gradually converge to a pattern with cells with low levels of Notch (primary
fate) surrounded by cells with high levels of Notch (secondary fate).

Figure 33 Dynamics of the Notch concentrations of cells in the Delta-Notch model.
Snapshots taken at 10, 100, 300, 400, 450 and 600 MCS.
Listing 22 lines 2-4 define two new visualization fields in the main Python file
(DeltaNotch.py) to visualize the Delta and Notch concentrations in CompuCell Player. To
fill the fields with the Delta and Notch concentrations we call the steppable class,
ExtraFields (Listing 22, lines 6-9). This code is very similar to our previous steppable
calls, with the exception of line 8, which uses the function setScalarFields()to
reference the visualization Fields.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

#Create extra player fields here or add attributes
dim=sim.getPotts().getCellFieldG().getDim()
DeltaField=simthread.createScalarFieldCellLevelPy("Delta")
NotchField=simthread.createScalarFieldCellLevelPy("Notch")
from DeltaNotch_Step import ExtraFields
extraFields=ExtraFields(_simulator=sim,_frequency=5)
extraFields.setScalarFields(DeltaField,NotchField)
steppableRegistry.registerSteppable(extraFields)

Listing 22 Adding extra visualization fields in the main Python script DeltaNotch.py in
the Delta-Notch model.
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In the steppable file (Listing 23, DeltaNotch_Step.py) we use setScalarFields() to set
the variables self.scalarField1 and self.scalarField2 to point to the fields
DeltaField and NotchField, respectively. Lines 10 and 11 of the step function clear
the two fields using clearScalarValueCellLevel(). Line 12 loops over all cells, line
13 accesses a cell’s dictionary and lines 14 and 15 use the D and N entries to fill in the
respective visualization fields, where the first argument specifies the visualization field,
the second the cell to be filled, and the third the value to use.
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15

class ExtraFields(SteppableBasePy):
def __init__(self,_simulator,_frequency=1):
SteppableBasePy.__init__(self,_simulator,_frequency)
def setScalarFields(self,_field1,_field2):
self.scalarField1=_field1
self.scalarField2=_field2
def step(self,mcs):
clearScalarValueCellLevel(self.scalarField1)
clearScalarValueCellLevel(self.scalarField2)
for cell in self.cellList:
cellDict=CompuCell.getPyAttrib(cell)
fillScalarValueCellLevel(self.scalarField1,cell,cellDict["D"])
fillScalarValueCellLevel(self.scalarField2,cell,cellDict["N"])

Listing 23 Steppable to visualize the concentrations of Delta and Notch in each cell in
the Delta-Notch model.
The two fields can be visualized in CompuCell Player using the Field-selector button
of the Main Graphics Window menu (second-to-last button, Figure 32).
As we illustrate in figure 20, the result is a roughly hexagonal pattern of activity with one
cell of low Notch activity for every two cells with high Notch activity. In the presence of
a high level of cell motility, the identity of high and low Notch cells can change when the
pattern rearranges. We could easily explore the effects of Delta-Notch signaling on tissue
structure by linking the Delta-Notch pathway to one of its known downstream targets.
E.g. if we wished to simulate embryonic feather-bud primordial in chicken skin or the
formation of colonic crypts, we could start with an epithelial sheet of cells in 3D on a
rigid support, and couple the growth of the cells to their level of Notch activity by having
Notch inhibit cell growth. The result would be clusters of cell growth around the initial
low-Notch cells, leading to a patterned 3D buckling of the epithelial tissue. Such
mechanisms are capable of extremely complex and subtle patterning, as observed in vivo.

7 Conclusion
Multi-cell modeling, especially when combined with subcell (or supercell modeling) of
biochemical networks, allows the creation and testing of hypotheses concerning many
key aspects of embryonic development, homeostasis and developmental disease. Until
now, such modeling has been out of reach to all but experienced software developers.
CC3D makes the development of such models much easier, though it still does involve a
minimal level of hand editing. We hope the examples we have shown will convince
readers to evaluate the suitability of CompuCell3D for their research.
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Furthermore, CC3D directly addresses the current difficulty researchers face in reusing,
testing or adapting both their own and published models. Most published multi-cell,
multi-scale models exist in the form of Fortran/C/C++ code which is often of little
practical value to other potential users. Reusing such code involves digging into large
code bases, inferring their function, extracting the relevant code and trying to paste it into
a new context. CompuCell3D improves this status quo in three ways: 1) It is fully opensource. 2) CC3D model execution is cross-platform and does not require compilation. 3)
CC3D models are modular, compact and shareable. Because Python-based CC3D models
require much less development effort to develop than custom code, simulations are fast
and easy to develop and refine. Despite this convenience, CC3D 3.6 often runs as fast or
faster than custom code solving the same model. Current CC3D development focuses on
adding GPU-based PDE solvers, MPI parallelization and additional cell behaviors. We
are also developing a high-level cell-behavior model description language which will
compile into executable Python, removing the last need for model builders to learn
programming techniques.
We hope the examples we have shown will convince readers to evaluate the suitability of
GGH simulations using CompuCell3D for their research.
Most of the the code examples presented in this part of the manual are available from
www.compucell3d.org and are often included in the binary CC3D packages. They will be
curated to ensure their correctness and compatibility with future versions of
CompuCell3D.
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